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ABSTRACT
This thesis seeks solutions to vexing problems facing media institutions today by exploring
media narratives n the context of established anthropological theory. It is based in one local
newsroom, the Tampa Bay Times, where I have worked for 22 years. The ethnography is a
personal journey that draws on those decades of newsroom experience, social science theory,
participant observation, interviews with journalists, and personal reflections. It examines
dangerous historic periods of social dehumanization to put the political nature of today’s local
print media crisis in context, and concludes that the greatest modern challenges to legacy
journalism’s broken business model are ultimately not about technology. The real challenges boil
down to culture, power, social narrative, political manipulation and identity. Drawing on a range
of social theory, this thesis helps explain how legacy media simply cannot embed news into
social media fields without profoundly changing cultural perception of their content, mission and
brand identity. It also explores how and why participation in those media fields dissolves the
historically well-defined and well-understood narrative of what legacy media values. It examines
the impact of that narrative dissolution on an industry level, as well as heartbreaking implications
on the individual lives of working-class journalists. The sum of the cultural factors considered in
this thesis have a profound impact on legacy journalism’s business struggles, to the personal
lives of people working in newsrooms and to democracy. The study concludes with
recommendations to improve legacy print business models.
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INTRODUCTION

This ethnography is about how media organizations and traditional working journalists, like
myself, are fighting for survival in the digital age. It is centered in the newsroom of the Tampa
Bay Times, where I have worked for 22 years.
On August 6, 2018, as I was nearly finished writing this thesis, I ran into a friend at the
YMCA who worked as a copy editor in that newsroom for 28 years. She is 61, and was laid off a
few months ago during the latest wave of newsroom cutbacks. Our newsroom has shrunk over 60
percent in the past decade.
She told me she is staying healthy, working out more, and working part-time at a golf course.
Then I put my foot in my mouth.
“It’s so good to see that there is life after the Times,” I told her.
I saw the beginning of tears in her eyes. She quickly shook them off.
She was a fixture in the newsroom for me, and many other journalists. Her copyediting skills
are impeccable. I have no way of knowing how many times she saved me from having to write a
correction. She had my back, and everyone else’s, every day. If a piece of reporting was not a
fact, was not spelled correctly, or was not AP style, it simply did not get past her desk. That desk
was between the elevator and my desk, so I passed her most days I was in the newsroom. We
both went to U.T. Austin, so we flash “Hook ‘Em Horns” to each other instead of waving. She
knows U.T. football history like the back of her hand.
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She told me how much she misses the newsroom, and the sense of purpose that comes with
being a journalist. What bothers her most is seeing mistakes in the paper she knows she would
have caught. She is bewildered, and deeply concerned, about what she feels is a lack of public
interest in truthful reporting. Exactly why is it that nearly three decades as a fact checker, and an
iron clad ability to maintain news accuracy, aren’t employable skills anymore?
Is driving a golf range cart really the best use of this journalist’s time?
We talked for a while and I went to a treadmill. I watched cable news, without sound, on the
bank of televisions along the wall as I jogged. This tweet from Donald Trump popped up on one
of the screens:

Figure 1: Donald Trump Fake News Tweet
2

I looked over at my former colleague, who had flipped her Tampa Bay Rays cap backwards
and was working on the leg press. She has always been a really positive person to be around. She
believes in peaceful solutions and the power of truthful, accurate information. She is obviously
not dangerous, or sick in any way.
I could not have imagined today’s media landscape two years ago when I began working on
this thesis. I certainly could never have imagined my current career challenges when I first began
working at the Times. On that day, I imagined decades of personal growth, a growing
commitment to journalism and job security.

Truth is, as a confused mid-career journalist reporting on my own newsroom and my own
friends in these turbulent times, it all became very personal, very quickly. Somewhere in the
middle of putting it all together, I hit a wall. All the interviews, observations, data and theories
became tangled up, complicated emotional knots in my head.
Then I got this piece of advice: it is critical for a writer to know their audience.1 I wondered
“who am I writing to, really?”
I went through some answers.
This is a master’s thesis, so I was writing it for my thesis committee? (True, but it feels like it
has also become a very personal journey.) So maybe I was writing to myself, trying to sort out
my own career? (No. That felt selfish, and sort of weird.) I was writing to my bosses, hoping to
fix journalism’s broken business model? (That felt noble, but a bit lofty.) I was trying to explain
something to an American public who trusts journalists less every year? To all the people under
35 who have been swamped by information all their lives, and don’t even believe in what I do

1

Martha Rainbolt, my aunt and Professor Emerita of English at DePauw University.
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for a living anymore? (How many members of that public would ever read it?) I was writing to
other academics and journalists hoping we can figure this mess out together? (That felt
comforting, and hopeful.)
There was truth in all of those things, but none of them felt like a complete, or totally honest,
answer. So who was I writing to?
As I tediously transcribed interviews and worked slowly through sections, I started paying
attention to who I was actually thinking about. Who did I pretend to speak to in my head? Who
motivated me to get to work on a day when I didn’t really want to? Who did I actually imagine
communicating with?
I noticed that I was mostly writing to three very different people, and that discovery helped
things fit into place.
Two are ghosts and one is a child. You will meet them soon.
This was inconvenient. Two of my audience members are too dead to read. The other won’t
be able to read any of this for at least a few more years, and likely won’t care for at least a dozen
more after that, if ever.
But then I wondered: if ghosts and their histories are critical to how we got to where we are,
and children make us care about where we are going, maybe my little mental audience wasn’t so
bad after all?
So I kept writing to them, starting with my first day of work in the newsroom that I have
called home for 22 years.

My first day of work on the St. Petersburg Times photo staff was February 3, 1997. I was 27years-old. At the time, I was pretty sure I knew what my career would look like into the future.
But, around the turn of the millennium, an explosion of information technology, coupled with a
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severe recession, shook the entire news industry to its core. Radical changes to journalism led to
painful changes in how newsrooms operate financially and logistically. Public trust in journalists
plummeted. Over half the people in my newsroom were laid off. Those changes shook up my
life, and the lives of all my journalist friends.
The idea of “legacy” media didn’t even exist on my first day at the Times. It came to exist
only after those seismic changes to the news industry. Because this thesis uses the term “legacy
media” throughout the work, I should define what I think that means. I define the label to mean
news organizations that have been around for many years. Decades, at a minimum. Many, like
my own newsroom, have been around for over a century. When I refer to “legacy media” in this
study, I am referring to historic institutions that are in the process of being slowly
deinstitutionalized in the age of social media. I am also referring to the important role those
institutions have played, both nobly and imperfectly, to a functioning democracy.
To be honest, when I write about “legacy media” in this work, I am also thinking specifically
about the Tampa Bay Times (formerly the St. Petersburg Times2), in turbulent times. “Legacy
media”, as it resonates in my own head, embodies both my career anxieties and the emotional
well-being of people I call friends in my workplace. Many of them very kindly contributed
honest and sometimes difficult perspectives to this work. In places where a person’s first and last
name is not included, I have chosen to use pseudonyms as a courtesy.
To understand The Tampa Bay Times as a field site, we should briefly review its history, up to
the present journalism crisis. We should also meet the first ghost.

2

In 2011, Times Publishing changed the name of the St. Petersburg Times to the Tampa Bay Times. There was no

change in ownership, or newsroom structure.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE FIELD

1.1 The Tampa Bay Times History to the Present
There is really only one person to go to for a history of the Tampa Bay Times: Rob Hooker. In
1984, Hooker researched and wrote a book on the history of the Times to mark its 100th
anniversary. On its 125th anniversary, he co-edited a book about the news organization and
Tampa Bay.
The history below is briefly reconstructed with Hooker’s kind help and resources. He began a
career at the Times in 1971, and was there for 40 years before being laid off in 2011.

What would become known as the St. Petersburg Times was first published July 25, 1884,
four years before St. Petersburg was founded as a city. The paper was called the West
Hillsborough Times. It was printed in the back room of a pharmacy and had a circulation of 480.
It moved to St. Petersburg in 1892.
W.L. Straub bought the paper for $1,300 in 1901, and by 1912 he had grown the paper from a
twice-weekly to publishing six days a week. The business never really prospered and Straub
eventually put it up for sale in a trade journal.
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Paul Poynter, who was an enterprising publisher in Indiana who purchased 10 newspapers in
his lifetime3, saw the ad, bought the paper in September 1912, and was ambitious about
improving it.
The roaring 20s were very good for business. The St. Petersburg Times began publishing
seven days a week. They built an eight-story building downtown. The Great Depression was very
bad for business, and the paper fell on hard times. Paul Poynter struggled, and even lost control
of the paper briefly in 1935. His son, Nelson Poynter, became the paper’s editor in 1939, and its
majority stockholder in 1947. Nelson Poynter is the most important figure in the newspaper’s
history. He is also the first ghost for whom this thesis is written.
Poynter is credited with building the St. Petersburg Times into a solid enterprise, and with
securing its future as a unique local news organization. He also did something very unexpected.
Something that created a powerful cultural force that persists to this day. Something that keeps
his ghost alive.
When Poynter died in 1978, he willed most of his newspaper’s stock to a private, nonprofit
school for journalists – now called the Poynter Institute. His goal was to ensure that the paper
would remain locally owned, and would not be subject to large corporations or stockholders that
valued profits over quality local journalism. He wanted to protect core values and the democratic
mission of journalism.
A review of Robert N. Pierce’s 1993 book A Sacred Trust: Nelson Poynter and the St.
Petersburg Times, helps explain the Nelson Poynter legacy:
Here, at last, comes the explanation to the beguiling question as to how and why
such a successful and acclaimed newspaper as the St. Petersburg Times, widely
acknowledged to be one of the nation’s best, could have emerged in a sleepy little

3

Martin, Susan Taylor, "A Great Grudge," St. Petersburg Times, August 18, 1990, p. 3.
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town in Florida. The answer lies in the idealistic vision of Nelson Poynter…and
taking that a step further, Poynter established the institution that bears his name the Modern Media Institute (since renamed the Poynter Institute for Media
Studies) - as a means of introducing higher standards in journalism. (Payne 2013:
378)
I would like to take a quick moment to break from history, and explain the importance of how
Nelson Poynter’s choice still lives as a very powerful cultural force today.
In my participant interviews with Times journalists, “Poynter’s Vision” is a consistent theme
explaining both why journalists first wanted to work at the Times, and why they remain
committed to local journalism in difficult and financially insecure times. Many Times employees
feel “emplotted” into a “Poynter’s Vision” narrative.
Cheryl Mattingly defines that sort of “emplotment” as “the creation and negotiation of a plot
structure” between individuals and an organization (Mattingly 1994: 811). She writes how “we
are motivated, as actors, to create stories while in the midst of acting. Locating ourselves within
an intelligible story is essential to our sense that life is meaningful.” (Mattingly 1994: 812).
Poynter’s vision is that intelligible story for much of the Times newsroom.
Mattingly explains how, if we are not emplotted into a personal narrative, our experience of
time loses meaning. It becomes just one minute after another, one unconnected event after
another. “That structure of linear time, of clock time, of one thing after another, is transformed
by a plot into a meaningful whole with a beginning, middle, and end. Any particular event gains
its meaning by its place within this narrative configuration, as a contribution to the plot.”
(Mattingly 1994: 813).
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I found in my peer interviews a consistent theme: Poynter’s vision is that intelligible story for
much of the Times newsroom. That consistent ethos is common, and runs deep, among
traditional print journalists. Here is one example.
On June 28, 2018, a gunman opened fire in the newsroom of the Capital Gazette in Annapolis,
Maryland, killing five journalists. A New York Times article published that same day gives an
account of how the surviving Capital Gazette journalists responded:
E. B. Furgurson III, a reporter, stood in a blue shirt and khaki pants with his colleagues.
He had decided to go get lunch around the time the shooting happened, so he was not in
the building at the time.
When asked if they were putting out a paper on Friday, he said fiercely: “Hell, yes.”
His colleague Joshua McKerrow, a photographer, said he was going to pick his daughter
up for her birthday when he was called about the shooting. He rushed back. He had a
hard time finishing sentences.
“Our newspaper is one of the oldest newspapers in the U.S.,” he said. “It’s a real
newspaper and like every newspaper, it is a family.” He began to cry. Then he added
“We will be here tomorrow. We are not going anywhere.” (New York Times, 6/28/2018)

This ethnography will explore how the ideals of Nelson Poynter’s historic vision and Times
journalists create just such a plot structure together. Poynter’s ghost still orders the Times
newsroom’s sense of time and purpose. In this thesis we will also see how that narrative
structure is challenged by today’s media crisis. The slow dissolution of that narrative in the
digital age has a profound effect on individual journalists’ sense of well-being.
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Back to history: after Nelson Poynter retired, Eugene Patterson, a decorated World War II
veteran and Pulitzer Prize winner, ran Poynter and the Times until 1988. He then designated a
successor: Andrew Barnes, a former Washington Post Editor, who ran the institute and
newspaper until 2004. Barnes was succeeded by Paul Tash, who started as an intern at the
newspaper in 1975, and is the chairman and CEO of the Tampa Bay Times and Times Publishing
Company today.
Hooker writes, “under Tash’s leadership, the paper faced the worst newspaper economy since
the Great Depression and fundamental changes in readers’ needs and tastes.”4
The Columbia Journal Review noted in 2015 how drastically the Times news staff had fallen:
“from a peak of 406 full-time news personnel in 2006, it now has half that. Across all divisions,
about 200 full-time employees left last year alone…pay cuts have been instituted, retiree health
benefits were eliminated, and severance pay has shriveled” (Goldman 2015). Further layoffs
have cut staffing to around 40% of 2006 levels, and a new round of layoffs are taking place as
this thesis is written.
On Nov. 1, 2011 the St. Petersburg Times changed its name to the Tampa Bay Times. On May
3, 2016 Times Publishing announced it had purchased the Tampa Tribune, combined operations,
and immediately closed down the publication.

My Own History at the Times
As an undergraduate anthropology student at the University of Texas at Austin, I imagined
journalism as a practical (and employable) way to pursue anthropology. As I was falling in love

4

Times History, from the Tampa Bay Times website, written by Rob Hooker.

http://company.tampabay.com:2052/about-us/times-history
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with both anthropology and journalism in those formative years, I believed they could share a set
of common, humanist values. I admired how Zora Neale Hurston’s approach to documenting the
world embraced subjectivity over objectivity, respected individual cultural truth, and accepted
contradictory truths. In Dust Tracks on A Road she wrote “there is no single face in nature,
because every eye that looks upon it, sees it from its own angle. So every man's spice-box
seasons his own food. Naturally, I picked up the reflections of life around me with my own
instruments, and absorbed what I gathered according to my inside juices." (Hurston 1942: 45)
Other values from anthropology have guided my own personal view of quality journalism,
including the value of rigorous and honest research, and a commitment to longitudinal
ethnographic methods. During my photo internship at the St. Petersburg Times in 1994, I “drank
the Poynter Kool-Aid” (a phrase used frequently by coworkers during participant observation
and one-on-one interviews). I became, as Mattingly described, firmly emplotted into a St.
Petersburg Times/John Pendygraft-as-journalist personal narrative. I had discovered a career that
provided meaning, and I felt sure this was the news organization where I wanted to start that
career. When I write to Poynter’s ghost, I write to something inside of myself too.
More recently, as the world of social media expanded into our daily lives, challenges to those
values began to grow. I began to feel the stresses of the digital information age professionally,
and personally, in intimate ways. My work friends and family felt them too. We could not grasp
exactly how and why our industry, our personal sense of well-being, our common purpose and
financial stability were all suddenly in question.
Those same challenges also led to equally radical, less noticed, and important changes in how
young journalists in the new millennium are acculturating into the profession. Pablo Boczkowski
and Eugenia Mitchelstein capture the changing ecology of journalism in the past few decades.
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Because I have been in the one newsroom for those same decades, I have had a front row seat to
witness those changes:
The market structure and social organization of the news media during most of the
twentieth century (limited competition; strong jurisdictional space of journalists; and low
bottom line risk associated with ignoring audiences preferences) enabled leading news
organizations to perform journalism’s public service mission in a vibrant manner.
However, as those conditions have gradually changed over the past few decades
(increased competition; weakening of the jurisdictional space of journalism; and high
bottom line risk linked to ignoring audience’s preferences), providing the public goods of
this mission has become more difficult. (Boczkowski and Mitchelstein 2017: 24-25)
In addition, for most of journalism’s history, newsmakers acculturated into their career during
an era of information scarcity and economic security. Today, young journalists are acculturating
into a field that is the opposite: information abundance and economic uncertainty.
This study considers how those very different cultural journeys are profoundly affecting the
practice (habitus, praxis and doxa) of legacy journalists like myself, my millennial coworkers, as
well as the newsroom where I work.
I had been working at the Times for 18 years before pursuing a graduate degree in applied
anthropology at the University of South Florida. The whole adventure started when I met a Dr.
Elizabeth Bird for a coffee. I wanted to audit her class on visual anthropology. I had no idea she
would be reading my full thesis three years later, as my advisor. We talked about the declining
state of the media industry. We agreed on the importance of “reconceptualizing news as a form
of cultural storytelling” in order to fully understand the seismic changes happening in
newsrooms, and in America. (Bird 2010: 6) The pace of those changes, and the importance of
news as a cultural force has only grown since that conversation.
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I purchased The Anthropology of News and Journalism, and read where Bird wrote: “this, I
believe, is one of the areas in which anthropologists might make a contribution. One of our
central goals is to ‘translate’ cultures, and the stories told in news can tell us a great deal about
specific cultural circumstances.” (Bird 2010: 7). Today those words are underlined and starred in
my copy of that book, a reminder of my excitement as I decided to apply to this program.
I continued my job full-time as I pursued my studies. In 2017, I was accepted as a KnightWallace Journalism Fellow at the University of Michigan for one academic year. I am writing
this thesis during that fellowship year.
Because of the years I have spent at the Times, my relationship to my fieldwork site is unique.
By the time I began a literature review on newsrooms, there was very little about the customs,
language and practices of my fieldwork site that were not familiar. I have spent years as a
member of my study community, and am a long accepted participant. I am candid and upfront
with everyone about the fact that I am doing a newsroom ethnography, but nobody really feels
like I am at work to be an anthropologist. I am a fellow working journalist. Their chief concerns
are generally the story at hand and deadlines. I didn’t choose my fieldwork site to test theory or
fill a gap in the literature. I wasn’t using a grounded theory approach to understand a new
culture. Theory began as an exciting lens to see my mundane daily work life in new ways. The
familiar began to seem strange, and the strange familiar. As the study progressed, theory became
a weapon for change.
I began to see theory breathe life outside the pages of a book. There were magic moments
when theory explained real newsroom happenings in real time, revealing surprises in a work
space that otherwise had become routine and somewhat predictable. When I experienced an
ethnographic moment that produced that sense of wonder, I grabbed hold of it. I hoped those
moments might help fuel industry solutions. Theory became a kind of catalyst to an exciting
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journey. This thesis documented ethnographic moments that bring practice theory, field theory,
and theories of narrative dissolution to life. The importance of ecology becomes real as
millennial changes in information ecology ripple through my life, and the lives of my friends. As
the industry downturn began to take victims, and as my studies progressed, I began to see
personal, real life impacts of changing moral economy, ecological aesthetics and citizenship. In
the newsroom there are also moments best described by Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing’s concept of
“the grip of encounter”; the friction caused between changing social structures and individual
ethnographic moments.
Somewhere in all that theory, there is hope. There are some ideas for a way out of no way.
In this ethnography I use Bourdieu’s field and practice theory to examine the specific ways in
which legacy journalism has lost control of the ethical center where quality journalism lives. I
will show the devastating impact this has on newsroom business models. Using narrative
dissolution theory by Mattingly and others, I will show how deeply that loss also impacts
individual journalists’ sense of well-being.

1.2 The Field Today
News Industry challenges
Consider this plaque. It is on display at the Newseum in Washington, D.C.:

14

Figure 2. Newseum Plaque

The challenges to the field are real and imminent. Descriptions etched into a museum plaque
of media as “partisan in their coverage” and “diminished coverage of local news” are extremely
worrisome outcomes of dehumanizing forces in the digital age.
Then there is this assessment of the newspaper industry, the first of five takeaways in the
summary of the Pew Research Center’s State of the News Media 2016: “Though the industry has
been struggling for some time, 2015 was perhaps the worst year for newspapers since the Great
Recession and its immediate aftermath. Daily circulation fell by 7%, the most since 2010, while
advertising revenue at publicly traded newspaper companies fell by 8%, the most since 2009. At
the same time, newsroom staffing fell by 10% in 2014, the last year for which data were
available. Coming amid a wave of consolidation, this accelerating decline suggests the industry
may be past its point of no return.”
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The 2017 Pew Research Center Fact sheet gives us data like this:

Figure 3: Newspaper estimated advertising and circulation income 1960-20155

5

Barthew, Michael. Despite subscription surges for largest U.S. newspapers, circulation and revenue fall for

industry overall. Pew Center. June 1, 2017.
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Figure 4. Newspaper Newsroom Employment 2004-20156
And there is this from the Bureau of Labor Statistics:

Figure 5. Newspaper employment 1990-20167

6Pew

Research Center, Newspaper Fact Sheet. June 13, 2018.

7Bureau

of Labor Statistics. Employment Trends in Newspaper Publishing and other Media, 1990-2016. June 2,

2016.
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Michael Kruse, a former coworker (and podmate) who is now working for Politico, cites that
Bureau of Labor Statistics study, which states that the newspaper industry lost 58 percent of its
workforce between 2001 and 2016, approximately 238,000 newspaper reporters nationwide.8
“That’s 238,000 people who no longer go to municipal meetings or make public records
requests, who no longer knock on doors or sit in luncheonettes and on porches and in living
rooms and at kitchen tables and listen to people. And tell their stories,” he laments.9 He believes
reporting, especially local reporting, is a conscious act of citizenship that has greater, not less
value as the industry faces adversity.
The crisis facing newsrooms, and the dangers to democracy, today did not happen overnight.
In 2009 Elizabeth Bird noted how “everywhere we look, commentators are sounding the death
knell for print journalism.” (Bird 2009: 293) She notes how, as the influence of social media
grew, we saw a “rise of the citizen-journalist is accompanied by a decline in jobs for trained
journalists, with massive layoffs striking newspapers and TV news organizations...but the vast
majority of online ‘news’ is really commentary on news that originates from the declining
number of professional journalists.” (Bird 2009: 294) She concluded that “surely effective
democracy requires the existence of news organizations that employ professional journalists that
know how to report new information, not merely recirculate it...the challenge will be whether the
current economic and cultural climate will permit the survival of an informed and independent
journalism.” (Bird 2009: 295)

8

Bureau of Labor statistics: Newspaper publishers lose over half their employment from January 2001 to September

2016, 4/3/17
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Here we are almost a decade later. Newsrooms are further in crisis and the answer to that
question has become even more important to democracy.
This ethnography also considers a qualitative reality the charts and numbers do not: local
journalists’ deep commitment to their calling. This study does not question the challenges and
realities of those assessments, but an ethnography of newsroom employees is an assurance that
the newspaper industry is in no way “past its point of no return.” In focusing on just such a local
news organization, the Tampa Bay Times, (formerly the St. Petersburg Times), this study shows
a formidable human commitment to local journalism not measured in the Pew study or reflected
in labor statistics.

1.3 Media decay and democracy
Drawing on a history of online journalism scholarship, Boczkowski and Mitchelstein describe
the public’s lost understanding of journalism’s traditional role in society as “bridge decay.”
Using network analysis, they show how, in the past, journalists achieved social capital by
building informational bridges spanning structural holes between newsworthy issues and an
audience. That role of unique information provider is diminished in an age of information
abundance. Boczkowski and Mitchelstein explain how “from a network analytic perspective,
journalists occupy a bridging position between two worlds that are structurally unconnected: the
sources of news and the members of the audience...Network connections are instrumental to the
diffusion of information and the generation of social capital. (Granovetter 1973; Burt 1992; Burt
et al 2013)” (Boczkowski and Mitchelstein 2017: 22)
Today “social media fills that niche like candy.” 10 But social media does not fulfill critical
social functions. Bockowski and Mitchelstein conclude that bridge decay challenges “three
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fundamental roles of the news media in democratic polities: acting as watchdogs of the powerful
in the public and private sectors, setting a common agenda for the citizenry, and serving as a
space for public deliberation….these roles are tied to the notion of information as a public good,
in that it is nonexcludable and nonrivalrous, and thus potentially obtained through collective
action (Olson 1965).” (Boczkowski and Mitchelstein 2017: 24)
In February 2017 Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg told the BBC in an interview,
“I am optimistic in the long run. A great man once said that the true symbol of the United States
is not the bald eagle. It is the pendulum. And when the pendulum swings too far in one direction
it will go back.” (BBC Newsnight, 02/23/2017)
But a pendulum needs a strong fulcrum in the center to function. That fulcrum is not unlike
the decaying bridge described by Bockowski and Mitchelstein. A free press operating with timehonored ethics, one whose mission and ethos is well understood by the public, is that strong
center. According to the 2017 Pew Research Center Newspaper Fact sheet, there were 68,160
newspaper journalists in in 2007. There were 41,400 in 2015. That is less raw material to support
the swinging pendulum democracy requires. Less material to bridge social structural holes. Less
material to build the social capital journalism has traditionally used to be a well understood,
ethical profession that works as a force for collective action in the public eye. This ethnography
will show how the remaining material, the remaining working journalists, are stressed, tarnished
and uncertain.
Washington Post journalist and Yale lecturer Bob Woodward, of Watergate fame, recently
explained in a MasterClass lecture how “This is a time we’re being tested. Let’s tell the truth.
Let’s not be chickenshit about this….This is not just the life of reporters and writers but of
everyone – scientists, business people, laborers, lawyers, public officials, consumers, and
parents. It is the community in which we all live and fundamental to the checks and balances in
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society. Everyone is a secret sharer in the First Amendment…this is the final exam for
democracy."11
Reporters without Borders ranks the United States 45th out of 180 countries in its 2018 World
Press Freedom Index, just below South Korea and Romania. This year’s report is titled Hatred of
journalism threatens democracies, and notes that “more and more democratically-elected leaders
no longer see the media as part of democracy’s essential underpinning, but as an adversary to
which they openly display their aversion. The United States, the country of the First
Amendment, has fallen again in the Index under Donald Trump, this time two places to 45th. A
media-bashing enthusiast, Trump has referred to reporters as ‘enemies of the people,’ the term
once used by Joseph Stalin.”12
The idea that people in power do not like being under a critical media lens is not new. An
opinion piece by the New York Times editorial board compares two Thomas Jefferson quotes on
newspapers: Jefferson as an upstart rebel signing the Declaration of Independence vs Jefferson
under pressure from the media as president:
In 1787, the year the Constitution was adopted, Thomas Jefferson famously wrote to a
friend, “Were it left to me to decide whether we should have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hesitate a moment to
prefer the latter.”
That’s how he felt before he became president, anyway. Twenty years later, after
enduring the oversight of the press from inside the White House, he was less sure of its
value. “Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper,” he wrote. “Truth
itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted vehicle.”
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I wonder what America would look like today if Thomas Jefferson had a Twitter account?
1.4 Bees in a Bottle
In his 1901 book The Life of the Bee, Nobel laureate Maurice Maeterlinck writes about an
experiment that illustrates why I imagine it is of value for me, a mid-career local journalist, to
examine the newsroom where I work, and today’s media crisis, with an anthropological
perspective.
Maeterlinck writes:
If you place in a bottle half a dozen bees and the same number of flies, and lay the bottle
down horizontally, with its base to the window, you will find that the bees will persist, till
they die of exhaustion or hunger, in their endeavor to discover an issue through the glass;
while the flies, in less than two minutes, will all have sallied forth through the neck on
the opposite side…turn the transparent sphere twenty times, if you will, holding now the
base, now the neck, to the window, and you will find the bees turn twenty times with it,
so as always to face the light. It is their love of light, it is their very intelligence, that is
their undoing in this experiment…They evidently imagine the issue from every prison
must be where the light shines clearest; and they act in accordance, and persist in too
logical action. To them the glass is a supernatural mystery they have never met with in
nature; they have no experience with this suddenly impenetrable atmosphere; and, the
greater their intelligence, the more inadmissible, more incomprehensible, will the strange
obstacle appear. Whereas the feather-brained flies, careless of logic as of the enigma of
crystal, disregarding the call of light, flutter wildly hither and thither, and meeting here
the good fortune that often waits on the simple, who find salvation there where the wiser
will perish, necessarily end by discovering the friendly opening that restores their liberty
to them. (Maeterlinck 1911: 145-147)
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As a mid-career working journalist, I know I am like those bees. I, and many people I care
deeply about, have been slamming against the glass for years. I see light on the other side of the
glass bottle as freedom of the press, and democracy. It is my personal narrative as a news
reporter. There is nothing in my natural experience that tells me to do anything but fight against
the “mysterious” barriers that have surrounded my career.
This ethnography is looking for ways out of that bottle. The heartfelt purpose is seek solutions
to today’s media challenges through applied anthropology. The work is my effort to think a bit
more like the flies in Maeterlinck’s experiment; simple, direct and exploratory. Hopefully free.
Anthropological perspectives in this work include selected social theory, a structured
newsroom ethnography, historic perspective and personal reflections of the author, who is a
confused-but-dedicated career journalist, surrounded by other confused-but-dedicated career
journalists.
It is an examination of how media, legacy newsrooms and the individual lives of journalists
have changed in the socially polarized times that have come to define the digital age. The
following work makes a case that, while the pace of technological change is moving ever faster
in the media industry, fundamentals of human nature move slowly. This project combines an
extensive literature review, participant observation, a historical perspective and peer interviews
with my coworkers to identify a common denominator: dehumanizing social spaces.
The bottle trap where we bees buzz is a dehumanizing digital media landscape. Those social
spaces are intentionally leveraged to politically manipulate, and to otherize. This thesis explores
how legacy media has embedded, and trapped, itself within those social spaces. I will argue,
using established social theory, that we should not embed news content into fields whose cultural
values conflict with news gathering ethics and norms. A future journalism business model in the
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digital world will require more clearly defined media fields that let social gossip be social gossip,
identity silos be identity silos, and journalism be journalism.
s
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CHAPTER TWO
POSITIONALITY

“Every age has its own fascism.”
-Primo Levi, Auschwitz survivor, writer and scientist
“"I don't study to know more, but to ignore less."
-Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz

2.1 A day at home with my uncle’s book.
On October 23, 2017, I was lying on my couch with a book that would change my career.
The book title: From Prescription to Persuasion: Manipulation of Seventeenth Century
Virginia Economy. It was published in 1973 by my uncle, John C. Rainbolt. He died from spinal
cancer just after completing it. I was only three years old. He was only 33. My mother named me
after him. Uncle John is the second ghost I think of as I write this thesis.
The index for that book was finished by his wife, my aunt Martha, as he lay in hospice care.
With all due respect to my uncle’s last efforts on this earth, it is boring. I had picked it up once as
a teenager, read a few pages and was mind-numbed. It was an academic work, not written with a
general audience (much less a teenager) in mind. It was dense and, to my young eyes, colonial
Virginia macroeconomics was...well...duller than dirt.
The day before I rediscovered the book, I listened to a podcast series called Seeing White by
John Biewen. In an early episode he talked about the importance of colonial Virginia economics
and politics to how race first became codified in America. I suddenly remembered my uncle’s
book title. Was he exploring the roots of race in America too? Maybe colonial macroeconomics
isn’t dull?
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Early the next morning I was in the basement of the undergraduate library at the University of
Michigan, heart racing unexpectedly, reaching for HC 107.v8 R16. It had an old-fashioned
library stamp card still glued inside the cover. There were only two stamps: Jan 5,1998. Jan 7,
1998.
My mother cried whenever she talked about her brother. I learned as a boy not to bring him
up. So who was he? Would I see anything of myself in his writing?
I brought his book back to a house our family had rented for eight months in Ann Arbor. I
was two months into a Knight-Wallace Fellowship for journalists at the University of Michigan.
I was taking an academic break from a 20-year career as a photojournalist, writer and filmmaker
at the Tampa Bay Times. The fellowship gave me time to do things like write this thesis, go to
lectures and get sidetracked reading my uncle’s dying work.
It was a Monday. I was on the couch in jeans recycled from the hamper and a My Little Pony
sweatshirt featuring Rainbow Dash. My 5-year-old daughter and I had taken advantage of the
extra fellowship time to debate, and conclude, that Rainbow Dash is the coolest pony. We bought
shirts to honor Rainbow Dash’s awesomeness.
My daughter is the child, the third member of my audience, to whom I am writing this thesis.
A cowlick stood up in my hair from the wool cap I pulled off when I got home from the
snowy walk back from the library. I had reclaimed half a cup of cold coffee from the sink after
deciding time at the coffeemaker was less valuable than getting my uncle’s book open. I scoured
the chapters for clues on what to read first. I found only page after page of exacting historic
detail. Sensing no shortcuts, I flipped back to page one.
As it ends up, my uncle spent his last days writing about a very pivotal moment in U.S.
socioeconomic and racial history. He wrote about Bacon’s Rebellion in 1676, when Nathaniel
Bacon lead thousands of protesters, composed of black slaves, white indentured servants and
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other economically oppressed people of all classes and races against the economic tyranny of the
Virginia colonial government. Together and united they burned the capital city of Jamestown,
Virginia, nearly to the ground. The rebellion sent Governor William Berkeley running with his
tail between his legs. Fear of a united class of multiracial bonded-servitude people working
together to rebel against inequality struck fear into both mother England and the Virginia
Legislature. Military costs soared.
Ultimately, fear of united cooperation between races and classes led to a cost effective
strategy: socioeconomic-racial manipulation. Because united action is a greater threat than
divided action, the Virginia Legislature worked with intent to legally define, simultaneously, a
race-based caste system: slavery for blacks, and legal social privilege for working white poor.
The policy’s overt intention was to prevent organizational unity by dividing the economically
oppressed. Their efforts culminated in the Virginia Slave Codes of 1705. The Slave Codes mark
the political and legal birth of race as class in America. My uncle wrote how they were “an early
- perhaps the first - instance in colonial history of a kind of white solidarity in the face of real,
exaggerated or imagined threats” of united rebellion.” (Rainbolt 1970 :429)

As I cited my uncle’s words in this thesis, I imagined him typing them. They were published
in a journal article a few months before I was born. I was a fetus. Nixon was president.
For me, my uncle’s work began to build an intimately personal bridge; from our nation’s
colonial history, to the times in which he lived, to my own present. From the Virginia Slave
Codes, to the Civil Rights Movement, to myself on a couch in Ann Arbor, listening to CNN
coverage of Donald Trump in the background. I began questioning both who I am as a journalist
and what exactly has happened to journalism in the digital age.
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My uncle wrote about rising white anxiety as black population increased in the late 1600s. He
documented that in 1630 two percent of the population of Virginia was black:
By 1700 blacks comprised over 28 percent of the total population. Before the end of the
colonial period the proportion would increase to over 40 percent, but in no other decade
did the ratio increase so rapidly...apprehension regarding insurrections deepened as the
number of slaves grew. In the three decades after 1688 the legislature provided elaborate
restrictions on the movement and congregation of slaves. This generation laid the basic
foundation for Virginia’s slave codes that would serve until the Civil War. (Rainbolt
1974: 428-429)
Carol Anderson writes about how white anxiety and rage historically rise in periods when
people of color gain greater access to positions of power and authority. In her book White Rage:
The Unspoken Truth of Our Racial Divide Anderson writes how:
white rage is not about the visible violence, but rather it works its way through the courts,
the legislatures, and the range of government bureaucracies...The trigger for white rage,
inevitably, is black advancement. It is not merely the presence of black people that is the
problem; rather it is blackness with ambition, with drive, with purpose, with aspirations,
and with demands for full and equal citizenship. (Anderson 2016: 3).
That white anxiety, and the blatant and intentional political purpose of the Virginia Slave
Codes, was stated directly by future U.S. Vice President John C. Calhoun, who said “with us the
two great divisions of society are not the rich and poor, but white and black; and all the former,
the poor as well as the rich, belong to the upper class, and are respected and treated as equals, if
honest and industrious; and hence have a position and pride of character of which neither poverty
nor misfortune can deprive them.” (Colhoun 1848: 420)
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It was also stated directly when Steve Bannon, then Donald Trump’s chief campaign
strategist, told Robert Kuttner of The American Prospect in August, 2017, “The Democrats, the
longer they talk about identity politics, I got ’em. I want them to talk about racism every day. If
the left is focused on race and identity, and we go with economic nationalism, we can crush the
Democrats.” Bannon wanted to be sure Americans exclude each other in the common fight for
social and economic inclusion. In bragging, he actually wanted us to know that the idea of using
identity politics to prevent unified opposition to power is not historic, archaic or outdated. It is
posting today on Twitter, with great intention and malicious cultural effect.

You may be wondering by now, “So what does all that have to do with a thesis on legacy
media in the digital age?”
This: our media struggles exist in an age of rising fascism. In his 2018 book How Fascism
Works, Yale professor Jason Stanley documents the basic ingredients of fascism: Faith in a
mythic past that is being destroyed by liberals. Nostalgia for that past. The surety that as long as
a certain leader stays in power everything is possible, because without him the whole system
collapses. Intentional efforts to sow division, because when you divide, it is easier to control.
Attacks on the truth, the press and intellectuals, which creates a petri dish where truth is nebulous
and conspiracy theories flourish. (Stanley 2018)
So what happens when Donald Trump, who ran 14 seasons of “The Apprentice”, uses those
reality television skills to apply a historically known and tested fascist narrative to the field of
politics?
New York Times writer at large Amy Chozick asked that question to Mike Fleiss, who is a
pioneer of reality television. He was the creator of “The Bachelor” and “Who Wants to Marry a
Millionaire.” She reports:
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These days, Mr. Fleiss does what American TV viewers are doing in record numbers —
he sits glued to cable news, watching a panel of experts discuss the latest developments in
the sprawling, intricate, unpredictable 24/7 show that is Donald Trump’s presidency.
“This is the future of the world and the safety of mankind and the health of the planet,”
Mr. Fleiss told me. He paused. “I should’ve thought of that one.”…Mr. Fleiss and other
TV producers have watched — equal parts entranced and horrified — as Mr. Trump has
taken the gimmicks of reality TV that he picked up on “The Apprentice” and applied
them to daily governance. (New York Times, 09/29/2018)
In his 1999 book The Triumph of Narrative: Storytelling in the Age of Mass Culture, Robert
Fulford, a life-long practicing journalist and academic, writes how “a story that matters to
us...becomes a bundle in which we wrap truth, hope, and dread. Stories are how we explain, how
we teach, how we entertain ourselves, and how we often do all three at once. They are the
juncture where facts and feelings meet. And for those reasons, they are central to civilization-in
fact, civilization takes form in our minds as a series of narratives.” (Fulford 1999: 9)
We live in an era of dangerous narratives. A successful business future model for ethical
journalism must acknowledge those dangers. We cannot afford to normalize to them. We cannot
afford to be complicit. Social media and cable news have become modern political tools to
divide the electorate, manipulate identity politics, and leverage racial anxiety. Legacy media
organizations, places like the newsroom I have spent over 20 years of my life serving, have
become enmeshed in unhealthy media fields we cannot control. We are bees stuck inside their
bottle. We have moral and ethical decisions to make as we chart a new business model.
Decisions that make me ask the ghost of Nelson Poynter, “What would you do today?”
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On March 17, 2018, the story about Cambridge Analytica broke. The company harvested
more than 50 million Facebook profiles for the Trump campaign. According to whistleblower
Christopher Wylie, who served as the company’s research director, "Steve [Bannon] wanted
weapons for his culture war, that’s what he wanted...We offered him a way to accomplish what
he wanted to do, which was change the culture of America" (McCausland and Schecter 2018).
Bannon manipulated us to divide and dehumanize the electorate in 2016 just as surely and
intentionally as Calhoun in 1848 and the Virginia legislature in 1705.
Ultimately, the worst damage to print journalism’s business model does not boil down to
technology, it boils down to modern colonial efforts and technosocial power plays in the digital
age.

2.2 Technosocial colonialism and personal questions
Saif Shahnin ties modern colonialism to technosocial power. In his 2017 article, “Facing up to
Facebook: how digital activism, independent regulation, and mass media foiled a neoliberal
threat to net neutrality,” he explains how India rejected Facebook’s initiative to provide free
internet to the continent. Shahnin writes “It was once said that the sun never set on the British
Empire. Today, it does not set on Facebook’s: the social media company has more than a billionand-a-half users around the globe (Facebook 2016). And just as India once sparkled as the ‘jewel
in the crown’ of the British Empire, so it now shines in Facebook’s metaphorical tiara. The
country’s 130 million Facebook users are next in count only to the United States (Babu 2016)”
(Shahin: 1). Facebook’s “free internet” initiative ultimately boiled down to 36 apps, chosen by
Facebook, a foreign power.
Writing about the company’s failed push into India, Rahul Bhatia writes in The Guardian
how Facebook failed to appreciate the cultural history of India, “the playing field was a country
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whose citizens reacted with fierce antipathy to anything that looked like a foreign power
directing terms to grateful supplicants.” (Bhatia: 2016)

Reading my uncle’s book and articles on the couch, I was thinking about the legacy media
values I started my career with and how they are becoming lost in that digital media
environment. Politicians no longer need Virginia’s legal code. Today’s politicians use identity
politics to divide and manipulate working class Americans every day, in most every news cycle,
with simple tweets.
Virginia Slave Codes : John Calhoun and 1705 Power Politics :: Cambridge Analytica : Steve
Bannon and 2018 Power Politics.
Virginia Slave Codes: Historic Colonialism :: Social Media : Modern Social Colonialism.

These were my uplifting thoughts as my wife and I took a lunch break together. She is also a
working journalist, and had been watching news of the day play out on Twitter, following a wide
range of local and national media outlets. She was frustrated that no one was paying attention to
the fact that Congress was debating new tax codes. Specifically, they were considering cutting
pre-tax contributions Americans could contribute to their 401K’s.
“So what? Nobody offers pensions anymore, no 401K contributions, and now people will
only be able to put $4,000 a year away tax free? So fat cats can have a tax break? How is anyone
working in the real world ever going to retire? They’re also debating if Trump’s executive order
gutting the Affordable Care Act is legal. Well maybe we’ll all just die before we can see a doctor
and not have to worry about retirement then! You know what the media is covering? Trump and
Frederica Wilson’s hats!”
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There was an obstacle to reporting on those issues. A Donald Trump tweet was leading CNN.
It was a race bait tweet about U.S. Representative Frederica Wilson, who is a woman of color.
Echoes of colonial America? The conflict between them had led Trump to first tweet dog whistle
politics, then to make fun of Rep. Wilson’s hats. The wires were following CNN’s lead on
reporting the hat tweets. Mainstream outlets felt they couldn’t ignore cable television, who felt
they couldn’t ignore Twitter.
My wife asked this frustrated question; “Frederica Wilson has been an effective legislator
wearing colorful hats for at least a decade. Why are her hats news today?”

Figure 6. Trump Tweets on Frederica Wilson
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I wanted to ask what she thought about the idea that the problem boils down to Bacon’s
Rebellion, the Virginia Slave Codes, John Calhoun, Steve Bannon, white anxiety, and
manipulation of identity politics.
I wondered if I should heat us up some soup and lament how most every journalist and editor I
have interviewed for this study, at some level, can’t stomach social media’s grip on our personal
and professional lives. We, and our work, are being dehumanized.
But looking into her tired expression, a small human moment seemed like a better idea: a hot
bowl of soup together and a mutual 30-minute break from it all.
2.3 A few Days later…
Tyranny, the Damned Russians and Pink Rain Boots
I usually start my day reading news on the New York Times app, in short spurts as I get my
daughter ready for school. Here are screen snaps of how stories were played on that app
Thursday, Nov 1, 2017, the day after “lawmakers released scores of political ads...purchased by
Russian agents on Facebook and Twitter that showed the extremes of the Kremlin’s attempt to
polarize the American voting public on issues like race, police abuse and religion.” (NYT
11/01/17)
On the top of the web page, before the news story on gross racial manipulation of our culture
appeared, were stories about (can you guess?) shocking and inappropriate tweets by Donald
Trump. Here’s the news play, in the order stories appeared:
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:
Figure 7. New York Times News Play 11/01/17

Here are a few of the released Russian ads, designed, like the Virginia Slave Codes of 1705, to
intentionally “polarize the American voting public.” (NYT 11/01/17)

Figure 8. Russian Facebook Paid Ads
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Russians, with ties to the White House, paying Facebook to divide us. At the very same time
the New York Times reported intentional sociocultural racial division efforts by the Russians,
they buried the news and enabled the very same, well established and daily enacted diversion
tactics by Trump. This is how he pushes hard-to-explain stories down the page.
Consider the thoughts of Chamath Palihapitiya, who joined Facebook in 2007 and served as
its vice president for growth, “I think we have created tools that are ripping apart the social fabric
of how society works...The short-term, dopamine-driven feedback loops we’ve created are
destroying how society works...No civil discourse, no cooperation; misinformation, mistruth.
And it’s not an American problem — this is not about Russians ads. This is a global problem.”
He continues, “bad actors can now manipulate large swathes of people to do anything you want.
It’s just a really, really bad state of affairs.” (Vincent: 2017)

As I fumed at the open NYT app on my Iphone, I wondered to myself, “doesn’t the NYT
have editors and where the hell is my daughter’s left pink rain boot?”
It was a crazy family morning. My daughter had been up in the middle of the night. We had
all slept a few extra minutes and were running behind. My wife was half listening to my rant
while cutting an apple for a school lunch and getting herself ready to log into work. She correctly
pointed out that I had put sneakers on our daughter when it was raining outside. I started trying
to cajole my daughter out of a fort made of string to get her sneakers off and rain boots on so we
wouldn’t be late for school.
I feel all that made for a wonderful ethnographic moment about both how social media is
being socially manipulated by bad actors and how news is consumed in the digital age. We were
one busy family trying to process a whirlwind of politically loaded information. We were
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passively navigating a social media field politically mined to manipulate, divide and rule the
American public…on the fly.
If New York Times editors don’t think critically about social context for us, who else has time
to sort it all out? Shouldn’t that be their job? I want my job to be to get my kid in the right shoes
and out the door to a society safe from media enabled social-political violence.
How’s about the NYT editors do their job, and I’ll do mine?

In 1705 the Virginia legislature had to draft and enforce the Virginia Slave Codes in order to
manipulate and divide us. Today politicians and special interests divide us and distract us from
collective organization with tweets gobbled up and legitimized by legacy media organizations.
Those same politicians then seek to dehumanize journalists as “enemies of the American
people.”13 People in places like the newsroom where I work. People like me and my friends.
The information age feels dehumanizing. The White House, the Russians, and our
individual social media feed all push users to dehumanize people outside of their personal social
media identity-silos. Historic American racial and political identities are targeted with mind
boggling efficiency and intent. Social media secret algorithms serve them up. When legacy
journalism organizations participate in those social media fields instead of standing up against
them, we participate in that dehumanizing process. We become part of a process that normalizes
political manipulation of identity politics, echo chambers, and cultural silos. When we do that,
we devalue our legacy values, we degrade the public’s perception of who we are, and we do not
live up to time-honored ethical standards of journalism. Worse, we help decentralize possibilities
for grassroots action in politically dangerous times. We participate in social colonization.
Is that me? Is that the good-hearted and dedicated journalists I consider family?

13

Donald Trump “enemy of the people” tweet 2/17/17. See also Figure 10.
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This thesis is a return to my roots in anthropology in a quest to examine my own humanity,
the state of humanity in the age of social media, and the humanity of working journalists in one
local newsroom. It all feels fragile.
We are living in an age where active, powerful forces encourage otherization, on the political
left and right. The words of Primo Levi, Auschwitz survivor and profound literary witness of the
holocaust, serve as warning in these increasingly polarized political times:
Every age has its own fascism and we see the warning signs wherever the concentration
of power denies citizens the possibility and the means of expressing and acting on their
own free will. There are many ways of reaching this point, and not just through the terror
of police intimidation, but by denying and distorting information, by undermining
systems of justice, by paralyzing the education system, and by spreading in a myriad
subtle ways nostalgia for a world where order reigned, and where the security of a
privileged few depends on the forced labour and the forced silence of the many. (Levi
1974: 34)14
In Levi’s book, If This Is A Man, he connects those rising political threats to human suffering;
“when this happens, when the unspoken dogma becomes the major premise in a syllogism, then,
at the end of the chain, stands the Lager [Auschwitz]. It is a product of a conception of the world
carried to its logical consequences with rigorous consistency; as long as the conception exists,
the consequences remain to threaten us.” Today’s media environment feeds into that kind of
frightening chain: rising populism, social polarization, and distrust of media institutions writ
large in an era of economic inequality and public distrust of institutions. What lies at the end of
that chain?
Source: Here is Why: Primo Levi: Humanist. The Chronicle of Higher Education. By Carlin Romano May 22,
2011
14
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The hope of this work is to explore possibilities that encourage the kind of defiant humanism
Levi showed in his life and writings, as an example for media and the social sciences today. His
model of bold, defiant, decisive humanism offers both hope and possibility for us, in our time.
My exploration of that philosophy is not intended to be a purely personal, moral, or spiritual
exercise. It is intended as a means to explore practical, applied solutions to a broken business
model in a news industry that has lost control of its own narrative in the public eye.
It is possible that the most fervent humanists are people who have personally experienced
extreme dehumanization. Maybe it is a lesson learned after atrocity that would be better applied
preventively? It is the life purpose Levi took from the Lager: “It must be a warning dedicated by
humanity to itself, which can bear witness and repeat a message not new to history, but all too
often forgotten: that man is, and must be, sacred to man, everywhere and forever.” (Levi 2002: 7)
So what role is journalism assuming in a dehumanizing and increasingly dangerous digital
age? How complicit are we in the manipulation of political identities? Is it reasonable for the
public to believe we can be truth-tellers in a digital media world full of lies? I am still called to
be a journalist? Does the social space still exist for humanist journalism? Does anyone under
forty even believe in what we claim to do as ethical journalists anymore? Or am I just kidding
myself? If media is failing us in the digital age, where do I stand? Who have I become? What has
journalism become?
My personal answers are not so different than the answers of my newsroom coworkers. Those
answers can be models for industry solutions. This ethnography suggests that our field, our
business model, and our marketing efforts should be a bold public counter-narrative to the
dehumanizing extremes of social media and cable news. We should proactively restore our brand
to a public that has lost faith in who we are. There should be two very distinct news information
business models in the digital age. One dehumanizes us. The other rehumanizes us.
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Joshua Johnson, host of NPR 1A, describes the business model he applies to his new show.
That show took over a beloved and critical time slot left by the Diane Rehm Show, which ran
from December 1970 to the end of 2016. Johnson believes today’s polarized media environment
leaves people feeling confused and negative about how they consume news. His guiding
principle comes from a Maya Angelou quote: “'I've learned that people will forget what you said,
people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” Johnson
believes that too many people do not feel good about how they consume information today. To
him, it is a defining human problem facing news organizations as they struggle to redefine their
business models: “The first thing, the very first, that people need is to feel like they are welcome
to the conversation no matter who they are and what they believe.”
Investigative journalist Amanda Ripley writes how:
Deep in their bones, talk-show hosts (like journalists generally) understand certain things
about human psychology: we know how to grab the brain’s attention and stimulate fear,
sadness or anger. We can summon outrage in five words or less. We value the ancient
power of storytelling, and we get that good stories require conflict, characters and scene.
But in the present era of tribalism, it feels like we’ve reached our collective limitations.
As politicians have become more polarized, we have increasingly allowed ourselves to be
used by demagogues on both sides of the aisle, amplifying their insults instead of
exposing their motivations. Again and again, we have escalated the conflict and snuffed
the complexity out of the conversation.
In this dynamic, people’s encounters with the other tribe (political, religious, ethnic,
racial or otherwise) become more and more charged. And the brain behaves differently in
charged interactions. It’s impossible to feel curious, for example, while also feeling
threatened….In this hypervigilant state, we feel an involuntary need to defend our side
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and attack the other. That anxiety renders us immune to new information. In other words:
no amount of investigative reporting or leaked documents will change our mind, no
matter what. (Ripley 6/27/2018)
Ripley concludes that “the goal is not to wash away the conflict; it’s to help people wade in
and out of the muck (and back in again) with their humanity intact.” (Ripley 6/27/2018)

I am not certain professionally produced digital journalism is accomplishing that goal. I am
worried about the questions history will ask of us when the consequences of the today’s political
manipulation and dehumanization are examined from a distance. Which is to say I am not sure I,
as a professional journalist, am living up to personal moral obligations. Should I be explicitly
standing up to sociocultural political manipulation on social media platforms? Is that part of my
job? Does the presence of my professional work, and the work of my peers, on those platforms
validate them? Does it contribute to public confusion of what professional journalism values?
I am asking these questions to my two ghosts and my child.
Nelson Poynter, what would you do in these times?
Uncle John, are we seeing history repeat itself?
Most importantly, when my someday-adult daughter looks at my professional work, will she
be proud of me?
This thesis embraces established social theory and newsroom ethnography to consider digital
alternatives to participation in socially destructive fields. It considers dehumanizing cultural
forces in the digital age in the Times newsroom, in news production and in news consumption,
with the goal of opening an informed discussion about alternative models.
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It is also a personal journey to answer a simple question. Given all the challenges and changes
to legacy journalism in my 20 years at the Tampa Bay Times, who have I become? Who am I
now?
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CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

“Society is inside of man and man is inside society...The fish is in the water and the water is in
the fish.”
-Arthur Miller
3.1 Theory Introduction
When playwright and essayist Arthur Miller wrote characters he always remembered how
“society is inside of man and man is inside society, and you cannot even create a truthfully
drawn psychological entity on the stage until you understand his social relations and their power
to make him what he is and to prevent him from being what he is not. The fish is in the water and
the water is in the fish.” (Miller 1958: 109) Miller’s words echo and reflect Bourdieu field
theory.
Both speak to the importance of history and social ecology (water), and individual bodies
(fish) to fully understanding the entirety of who we are. Both apply to challenges faced by legacy
news organizations as they search for new business models.
This study applies field theory to consider the particular power struggles within media fields
and the battles between extremes to dominate them. Field theory helps turn our gaze away from
individual “fish” bodies, onto the changing waters of media ecosystems. Those waters have been
turbulent as traditional media values get swept into a sea of social media realities. I have worked
hard to document how those changes impact both the individual journalists trying to swim in
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those waters, and the impact on how the public perceives the news we produce in that
environment.
Other theory applied to this study emerged heuristically as the research progressed. Those
theories interrelated over time into a helpful web; a holistic, syndemic approach to newsroom
culture. As my newsroom workplace of 20 years became an anthropological field site,
interconnected ethnographic moments and emerging themes came together organically. Some of
those moments and themes were explained by concepts of moral economy, ecological aesthetics,
and citizenship. In my one-on-one interviews I heard plenty of examples of how narrative
dissolution and field theory were concretely interrelated. Dominic Boyer’s observations about
screen time and the social impact of big data reporting also informed differences between
younger and older reporters. Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing’s concept of ethnographic friction points
emerged during moments of conflict throughout the project, illuminating and reinforcing other
theoretical ideas.
I hope when all those theoretical pieces are put together, this thesis will produce two benefits.
First, the goal of this work is to yield concrete, applicable solutions to organizations producing
news now. But I also hope this study will look more universally at how people adapt to rapid
change. In doing so, I hope it will be of value to the study of anthropology in a broader context,
and will provide a perspective that will not quickly become outdated.

3.2 Bourdieu Practice Theory and Field Theory
Practice Theory
I began my fieldwork by considering the Tampa Bay Times newsroom through the lens of
Bourdieu’s practice theory. The approach examines how the individual human drive to be
successful interplays with a person’s specific structural ecology. Sherry Ortner explains how
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practice theory "seeks to explain the relationship(s) that obtain between human action, on the one
hand, and some global entity which we call 'the system' on the other." (Ortner 1984, 148) The
approach fits naturally into personal observations of journalists in my workplace, and in my own
personal social circles. I regularly witnessed how Bourdieu’s ideas about social silence, silos,
doxa and habitus had clear impact on news producers and managers as they struggle to adapt to a
rapidly changing news environment. The approach has been refined and adapted as a useful tool
for media studies by my advisor Elizabeth Bird, Nick Couldry, John Postill and others in recent
media ethnographies. In their 2010 book Theorising Media and Practice, Postill and Brauchler
frame media in terms of practice theory by “suggesting that practice theory offers media studies
new ways of addressing questions that are central to the field, such as media in everyday life,
media and the body and media production.” (Postill 2010: 3), and later adds “to summarize,
practice theory is a body of work about the work of the body” (Postill 2010: 11, italics from the
author)
Practice theory considers how individuals’ diverse motives and intentions make and transform
the world in which they live. Couldry boils media practice theory down to the deceptively simple
question of “what are people doing that is related to media?” (Couldry 2012: 35) The approach
examines how social structure and human agency work back and forth to define each other.
Because practice theories relate strongly to analyzing how people adapt socially to new
environments, they have become an ideal tool to measure ways journalists are dealing with their
changing world. This research, particularly Chapter Four, will include an exploration of how
symbolic capital (such as the Pulitzer prize or getting a story in print on the front page) and
social capital (such as success on social networks) are valued differently by legacy and
millennial journalists. The study will apply Bourdieu’s ideas of habitus to how journalists
naturally align with new forms of capital as they adapt to new media environments, and how the
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resulting praxis affects both daily news production, siloization in the newsroom, and ultimately
the future success of news organizations. This approach will not only be useful to current media
studies scholarship, but also explores human adaptation in a way that honors a long tradition of
anthropological inquiry.

Field Theory: turning our gaze away from individual bodies
Postill notes that in addition to practice theory, “later in his career Bourdieu added the notion
of ‘field’ to his theoretical vocabulary (see Bourdieu 1992, 1993, 2005; Bourdieu and Wacquant
1992).” (Postill 2010: 7) Posthill defines how “fields are specialist domains of practice (such as
art, photography, sociology) with their own ‘logic’ that are constituted by a unique combination
of species of capital; for example, financial capital, symbolic capital (prestige, renown) or social
capital (‘connections’)” (Postill 2010: 8). Many of the themes that emerged heuristically in the
process of this research were best explained by allowing field theory to steer our gaze away from
individual journalist bodies at work. Field theory leads us to appreciate how profoundly the
polarizing and dehumanizing field dynamics of social media alter public perception of legacy
journalism values, once those values are enmeshed into social media platforms. The approach
helps us gain a practical working understanding of just how greatly news ecologies matter.

3.3 Field Theory: Legacy Journalism and Social Networking.
“People are not looking online for information. They are looking in their echo chambers for
ammunition.”
-Charles Blow, during a lecture at University of Michigan, 2017
In the introduction of their book on journalism and Bourdieu’s field theory, Benson and
Neveu explain that any professional field “follows from Weber and Durkheim in portraying
modernity as a process of differentiation into semi-autonomous and increasingly specialized
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spheres of action (e.g., fields of politics, economics, religion, cultural production). Both within
and among these spheres - or fields - relations of power fundamentally structure human action.”
(Benson and Neveu 2005: 3) They tell us how “fields are arenas of struggle in which individuals
and organizations compete, unconsciously and consciously, to valorize those forms of capital
which they possess” (Benson and Neveu 2005: 3). Fundamentally, people are aware they are
participating in a chosen field, and there is a predictable competition of extremes to dominate
that field.
Bourdieu sees the power relations within a field as “a kind of symbolic combat sport”,
(Benson and Neveu; Bourdieu 2005: 29). Thinking about journalism today, I see fields as crucial
mediators of how individual people consume narratives, process stories, and evaluate truth.
Bourdieu tells us that a given field has the power to organize actors to play by the rules of that
field’s game. Existing independently, the fields of social media, cable news and traditional
journalism have very different rules, standards and values. When enmeshed and confused, the
extremes of the fields compete collectively for control of the center. Traditional journalism’s
time-honored ethical standards are to listen to extremes and strive report a balanced perspective
from the center. The power struggles of the collective fields are fundamentally in opposition to
those values.
Bourdieu viewed the effects of a social field to be as real as a physical field studied by
physicists; “To be an agent within a field is to exert effects there which increase with the specific
weight one has. As Einsteinian physics tells us, the more energy a body has, the more it distorts
the space around it, and a very powerful agent within a field can distort the whole space, cause
the whole space to be organized in relation to itself.” (Benson and Neveu; Bourdieu 2005;
Bourdieu: 43)
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Facebook and Twitter are a massive gravitational element in the field of social media, and so
organize their field around themselves, their agenda, their values, and their interests. Those
interests are not in line with journalism’s goals, democracy, or the public good.
John Berger’s media studies also tells us how context and ecology matter very much. The
idea that when you put a traditional news product on social media, you profoundly change its
meaning is reflected in Berger’s introduction to Ways of Seeing, his 1972 television program on
art, context and meaning; “Everything around the image is part of its meaning. Its uniqueness is
part of the uniqueness of the single place where it is. Everything around it confirms and
consolidates its meaning.” (Berger 1972, 5:24). He explains how the advent of cameras suddenly
reproduced and moved works of art away from their intended places, to be viewed in all kinds of
new and unpredictable contexts. Each different context redefines the art in unpredictable ways.
“The camera, by making the work of art transmittable, has multiplied its possible meanings and
destroys its unique original meaning.” (Berger 1972, 11:10) Social media platforms perform that
same function with individual news stories. The meaning and intent of a news story is
completely redefined and reimagined whenever it is put onto any new digital platform. Audience
perception of the social media field defines any journalism placed within it in ways beyond the
control of legacy news organizations. The social media field is dominated by its creators.
Centrist values and time-honored ethics that go into professional news stories are lost in the polar
struggles and self-interests of that field.
3.4 Narrative Dissolution
“Narratives apply structure to events, ordering the chaos of ‘one damned thing after another into
a meaningful trajectory”
-Arthur Kleinman
“I looked up and I had a ladder to nowhere. So why keep trying to climb?”
-Tampa Bay Times Social Media Editor, a few months before quitting her job
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In my personal interviews and fieldwork, another clear theme has emerged as related and
intertwined with practice theory: the cultural impact of narrative dissolution described by
Desjarlais, Kleinman, Mattingly, Pinto and others is also profoundly affecting journalists at the
Times. An examination of narrative dissolution among my coworkers has brought depth and an
invaluable perspective to theory already applied to this field study.
Kleinman explains how “narratives apply structure to events, ordering the chaos of ‘one
damned thing after another into a meaningful trajectory”(Kleinman 1988: 124). Similarly,
Mattingly writes how “locating ourselves within an intelligible story is essential to our own sense
that life is meaningful.” (Mattingly 1994, 812) She gives examples of how “emplotment” into a
meaningful personal narrative has profound effects on healing and mental health. A nontemporal, narrative search for meaning is absolutely core to the lives and career paths of
journalists at the Tampa Bay Times. The Times narrative even has a name. It can be summarized
and is readily understood by anyone in the newsroom as “Poynter’s Vision”, named after the
values of the newspaper’s founder, Nelson Poynter. I know the narrative personally, because I
am among the journalists at the Times who have made it a part of their identity. The logo of the
Poynter Institution is “Poynter.” Poynter, Period. Ethical journalism, no wiggle room. Appendix
A is Poynter’s code of ethics, but the Poynter Institute is more than a school of ethics. “Poynter’s
vision” is a shortcut term to a mutually embraced cultural narrative. The vision is rooted in
ethical human behavior and a love of hard work. The “vision” could be summarized as
embracing the highest journalism standards possible in seeking truth and reporting. It means our
journalism is a commitment to fairness, to reporting the full context, with complete transparency.
It means you listen to people you disagree with and consider their opinion as carefully as you
consider your own. It means you are a watchdog who afflicts the comforted and comforts the
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afflicted. It is an ethos to be bold, to remember that “fortune favors the brave”, but an oath to
never distort the facts or context in your ambition to get a story. If you work at the Times,
Poynter’s Vision is more than a mission statement. It is deep seated personal narrative. It is
themed in my field interview transcriptions as “sacred”, “a calling”, “a priesthood”, “drinking the
Poynter Kool-Aid” and “our way of life.” In a recent talk to a group of journalists at Poynter,
Wall Street Journal’s deputy editor for enterprise, Sam Walker, bonded with the group by saying
“that’s why we’re journalists. That’s why we take the vow of poverty and do what we do.”
It is not an over exaggeration to say that having, or not having, an ability to be included in
that meaningful narrative is the last glue that holds the career of many Times journalists together.
My fieldwork has shown that areas of the newsroom not emplotted in that narrative are
unsuccessful. Those journalists are frustrated. Most eventually lose their sense of belonging and
leave for other work. Consider that a recent poll showed that journalists are as unpopular as Zika
in the public eye (Farhi 2016), and a September, 2016 Gallup Poll says trust in journalism is at
its lowest level since 1972, the year the poll began. So what keeps newspaper journalists going?
Times journalists share (in varying degrees and in individual ways) is a sense of purpose and
meaning encapsulated in a powerful collective narrative that embodies Nelson Poynter’s
founding journalism principles.
The impact of the dissolution of a journalist’s stake in Poynter’s Vision is not unlike what
Pinto describes in Daughters of Pavarti. She describes “how the process of reaching for—
freedom, care, love, relationships—is filled with actions as things come undone, and that
undoing impacts people in different ways” (Pinto 2014: 261). For journalists, narrative
dissolution is not measured in family relationships and romantic love as it is for the women in
Pinto’s ethnography. Journalism’s narrative is about following a calling, living a purposeful life
and having the opportunity to do meaningful work. The impact of those things coming undone is
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just as profound for journalists as it was for the women in Pinto’s work. Consideration of that
impact puts practice theory into a more meaningful framework. If habitus is a measure of how
individual bodies attempt to adapt successfully to their environment, narrative can be seen as an
individual body’s perception of that environment and its meaning. The stories of the journalists
who left the Times is less about their inability to adapt their habitus to a changing environment,
and more about what it is like, emotionally, to feel that narrative dissolve around them.
They were left with nothing to adapt to. In terms of practice theory, habitus has no selective
value or adaptive ability if left in a narrative vacuum. Put together, practice theory, field theory,
and narrative dissolution theory show us how many news producers did not leave journalism.
Journalism left them. Put together, those theories also give us a sense of the personal trauma they
experienced.

3.5 A historical perspective
It is important to study emerging journalism in the digital age with historical perspective. My
own positionality as a long-time employee is a benefit to that effort. While many ethnographies
of newsrooms focus exclusively on innovation and adaptation in the digital age, this thesis will
search for applied solutions in a research framework described by C.W. Anderson when he
observes “ethnographic research on news needs to develop a stronger historical sensibility than it
has (with a few exceptions) so far. We need to see newsrooms as a space and an organizational
assemblage that travels through time. This sense of the historical context is particularly important
in the digital age, an age in which both scholars and everyday media users seem to be living
within a culture of technology without a history.” (Anderson 2017: 63) Anderson compares
scholarship from periods of journalistic stasis and periods of journalistic change. His concept of
“‘genealogical ethnography’...sees these lived in, grounded work spaces as historically
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contingent and moving through time.” (Anderson 2017: 76) His approach rings true to my
perception of my coworkers and the Times newsroom as a field site. His point that media
consumption, and media ethnography, often fall into historically well-established silos, which I
define as a system, process or department that operates in isolation, is well taken. Within the
newsroom, I have witnessed strong silos in which there were movements over time to be more
engaged in social media, and strong silos in which there were movements to be more print
focused. We will explore these silos, how they pursue different forms of capital and why in
chapter five. I have lived through the historic arc between those silos in my 20 years as a Times
employee. Because of that long work history, I can personally relate Anderson’s “genealogical”
approach to the Times newsroom
The launch of Facebook in February of 2004 and Twitter in July of 2006 are often used to
benchmark the point at which the age of information abundance began eroding established
journalism business models. Until then, newspapers, a few network news programs and the big
name weekly magazines were essential. In many ways, newsrooms were worlds unto themselves
(Breed 1955). In the 1980s and into the 90s, profit margins were commonly in the 20 percent
zone. There were pensions, 401K contributions, and a reasonable belief that a staff job could be a
long- term mutual commitment between employer and employee. Newsroom culture, ethos,
mission statements and management practices evolved in that environment and faced little
pressure to change. Daily life as a print journalist, and the daily rituals of producing news,
revolved largely around the symbolic capital of what would be on the front page (Breed 1955).
In certain newsroom silos, it still does. In others it doesn’t.
Emerging journalists, who are getting started in journalism during the age of information
abundance, have acculturated into newsroom careers very differently than a legacy journalist like
myself. Looking outside the walls of the news organization, interacting with the digital audience,
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and accumulating social capital online is key to success (Vesperi 2010). The economics have
changed. Profit margins hope to hit positive territory. Print circulation fell roughly 5 to 8 percent
in 2015, and continues to decline (Pew Research Center 2015). Staffers at the Times have
experienced pay cuts and furloughs and job insecurity is constant. Employer/employee
relationships are seen by both sides as short to medium term, or, as one informant recently put it,
“no one believes in the gold watch anymore.”

3.6 Moral Economy, Ecological Aesthetics and Citizenship
A direct consequence of narrative dissolution in the newsroom can be seen in Fassin’s
description of moral authority and its effects on the ecological aesthetics of news organizations
and individual journalists' sense of citizenship in the workplace. Fassin’s chapter in When People
Come First, “The Moral Economy of Children in the Times of AIDS” could easily be rewritten
“The Moral Economy of Print Journalism in the Times of Digital Transition.” Fassin writes how
moral economy is “the production, distribution, circulation, and utilization of moral sentiments,
emotions and values, norms and obligations in the social space.” (Fassin 2013, 112) When one
department (investigative) is emplotted and another (digital and social media) is not, the end
result is that traditional print journalism efforts are heroized and digital journalism is villainized.
In my first round of interviews, there are scores of examples of how this plays out in the lives of
journalists. Fassin notes several social consequences of moral economy that reflect common
sentiments I have heard in my fieldwork. First, “moralization of a cause introduces hierarchies of
moralities….in the end blame devolves onto the dominated.” (Fassin 2013: 129) Considered in
terms of field theory, demoralization of a cause creates “hierarchies of moralities.” The
dominated class (digital and social media journalists) are personally blamed for the fact that
social media fields dominate legacy media values. Socially, they are often treated as if they are
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the problem. Emplotted silos in the newsroom become clear winners, while other silos feel not
only left out of the Poynter Vision narrative, but feel like they are the ones to blame for a failure
to improve journalism’s broken business model.
Second, moral presentation “renders them voiceless and deprives them of agency.” (Fassin
2013: 129) Lack of agency was a nearly universal sentiment I heard during interviews of digital
first journalists, most of whom have since left the organization. Third, “moral economies
generally eclipse political economies”, depriving disadvantaged groups the necessary analysis of
structural determinants of their exposure to workplace social hazards. (Fassin 2013: 129). The
idea of a lack of access to agency was also a common theme in my initial interviews. Lastly,
“moral emotions are unstable” (Fassin: 129). Many people in my interviews felt as if apathy
towards digital efforts turned to blame over time. We will see this clearly in Chapter 5, which
deconstructs a staff meeting. I witnessed several examples of how the digital team’s efforts to
draw online traffic were blamed for “dumbing down” the Times brand.

3.7 Tsing’s Friction Points
Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing puzzled over how to connect the small Indonesian logging
community in the Meratus Mountains where she was investing her time in deep ethnography
with global economic forces writ large. “Because ethnography was originally designed for small
communities, this question has puzzled social scientists for some time. My answer has been to
focus on zones of awkward engagement, where words mean something different across a divide
even as people agree to speak. These zones of cultural friction are transient; they arise out of
encounters and interactions.” (Tsing 2005: xi)
I identified with her method for two reasons. First, the Times newsroom as a field site is
similar to her own, in that it is a small community buffeted by larger global structural changes.
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Second, the friction points she describes are common in newsrooms, and my field notes were
already filling up with them.
Tsing also provides an account of how her field site was changed in a way that depressed her.
“By the time I got back to the Meratus Mountains to continue research on this, something new
had happened that took precedence. Logging companies had moved in, bulldozing orchards,
rattan plantings, and old community sites. The people I knew best were angry and disturbed; a
few years later they were resigned and depressed...I felt myself caught up in their emotions andquite properly, I think-unable to produce a dispassionate account.” (Tsing 2005: xi)
Newspaper journalism has, it its own way, been bulldozed too. The people of that community
are facing the same emotions, and I too am unable to produce a dispassionate account.
Tsing had to account for the fact that “many people benefited from the timber economy and
the ensuing mining and plantations booms” (Tsing 2005: ix). I too explore how the changes in
the newsroom that are so difficult to some, also benefit others.
In the end, I test drove Tsing’s cultural definition of friction in my own field site and found
that it fit. Friction, “the grip of encounter...the awkward, unequal, unstable, and creative qualities
of interconnection across difference” (Tsing 2005: 5) seemed to solve the puzzle of how I could
recognize powerful and changing industry forces in small ethnographic moments, in a very
practical way. As those ethnographic moments added up, they began to provide clearer
explanations of the changes in my work life; “as a metaphorical image, friction reminds us that
heterogeneous and unequal encounters can lead to new arrangements of culture and power.”
(Tsing 2005: 5)
In applying Tsing’s method to my own work, I also share her goal of not defining “friction”
moments as right, wrong, good, bad, or as a means to create good guys and bad guys. The focus
is on recognizing revealing moments, without judgement. Tsing writes how “attention to friction
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opens the possibility of an ethnographic account of global interconnection...we might thus ask
about universals not as truths or lies but as sticky engagements.” (Tsing 2005: 6)

3.8 Blurred Boundaries and Possibilities
W. Russell Newman writes about the blurring boundaries of journalism in the digital age:
Many of us have stereotypic images of news institutions and of journalists from media
lore if not from direct experience. One thinks of, for example, Citizen Kane, All the
President’s Men, Good Night and Good Luck, Broadcast News. What is common to this
imagery is a singular notion of the role of the the professional journalist. Journalists work
for established news organizations. The difference between news and non-news is
unambiguous. Who is a journalist and who is not is crystal clear.” (W. Russell Neuman
2017: 214)
Neuman continues:
“It appears that whether we are pleased or disappointed by it, we live in an era of blurred
boundaries. Recounting the golden age of dominating newspaper and network news and
calling for its return offers little promise” (W. Russell Neuman 2017: 214)
Those blurred boundaries create both dangers and exciting opportunities moving forward.
Drawing on past online journalism scholarship and Pierre Bourdieu’s social theories on
professional field dynamics, this study does propose that going forward we must deliver
journalism’s legacy values in bold new ways, as a unique field in the digital age.
Beginning to explore digital entrepreneurship outside of social media platforms opens up
exciting possibilities, some of which lie at the intersection of academia and journalism. Natalie
Jomini Stroud points out how “academia often does the work of describing the social world and
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unpacking causal relationships among variables. This is a valuable role because without a
systematic understanding of the problems we face, it’s unlikely that we will stumble upon
compelling solutions. Demonstrating that gerrymandering, geographic sorting, and partisan
media contribute to political polarization, for example...academia has the tools, and the time, to
push an agenda that complements the democratic promise of journalism.” (Jomini Stroud 2017:
175) The work of sociologist Matthew Desmond in his book Evicted, which was awarded the
Pulitzer Prize for nonfiction, is just such an example. Desmond self describes as an
ethnographer, and his work takes place in Milwaukee, the kind of midsize city that has seen a
drastic reduction in news coverage as local news organizations shrink. I was talking about
Evicted with a fellow Knight-Wallace journalist fellow who observed, “if Matthew Desmond
isn’t doing that kind of investigative work for the social good in a place like Milwaukee, who is?
The Milwaukee Journal Sentinel just announced something like 150 layoffs, so basically nobody
anymore.”
Given the steep decline in local reporting resources, newsroom partnerships with local
universities to bolster local coverage is a no-brainer.
The blurred boundaries described by Neuman hold promise, both for a more academic
journalism and a more public, journalistic academia. Digital platforms open possibilities for
filmmaking, podcasts and longform writing. Those blurred boundaries also present imminent
dangers to society, democracy, the news industry and academia if journalists and academics who
want to produce work for the public trust do not innovate into them.
The field today is uncertain, but also full of promise and potential.
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3.9 Syndemics and Interactions
The theories described in this chapter emerged heuristically as my fieldwork for thesis
progressed. Different theoretical perspectives explained different ethnographic moments and
emerging themes as they happened in real time. This research weaves those theoretical strands
together using a syndemic approach. Heide Castaneda describes the concept, as it applies to her
work as a medical anthropologist along the Texas border; “a syndemic approach understands that
these [multiple] issues exist in interaction, rather than isolation.” (Castaneda 2016: 15).
Newsrooms, the fast pace change of media landscapes, journalists and the problems they face are
like that, too.
The approach shares common ground with Marcel’s Mauss’ use of the “total social fact” as a
heuristic device to explain seemingly overzealous potlatches among Pacific Northwest Indians in
his anthropological classic The Gift: The Form and Reason for Exchange in Archaic Societies.
The concept of total social fact embraces the importance of interconnectivity to forming a
holistic perspective:
The totality of society and its institutions … are more than themes, more than the
bare bones of institutions, more than complex institutions, even more than
systems of institutions divided … They are whole entities, entire social systems
… it is by considering the whole entity that we could perceive what is essential
(Mauss 1966 [1924]: 81)

My observations of narrative dissolution, ecological aesthetics, moral economy, narrative
dissolution, the impact of evidence-based journalism, field theory and practice theory at the
Times are connected strands in a web of theory. Taken together, they help create and explains
what medical anthropologist Clara Han describes as socially structured “norms that life must
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overcome” (Han 2013: 299) in the daily lives of Times journalists. While these norms, and how
individual bodies act because of them, are concretely observable using a theory of practice, they
are more completely understood through theories that also turn our gaze to syndemic
interactions.
If, as Arthur Miller believed, “society is inside of man and man is inside society...the fish is in
the water and the water is in the fish”15, my hope is that the theory used for this study may help
explain “media” fish, “media” waters, and the many ways they become inseparable.

15

ibid
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CHAPTER FOUR
METHODS

4.1 Methods of Data Collection and Analysis
The data for this study have been principally gathered at the Tampa Bay Times, where I have
worked for 20 years. The study relies heavily on extensive participant observation. It also draws
on one-on-one semi-structured individual interviews of 36 targeted Times employees. All
interviews were chosen by the researcher and were not randomized.
Experiences and opinions of journalists not employed at the Times, but who were encountered
as part of my normal work experience are also reflected in this study. Because I work and spend
most of my days in the field site, the first participants for one-on-one interviews were chosen
based on an event I witnessed that revealed moments of newsroom conflict, moments that reflect
Tsing’s concept of ethnographic friction between individuals and larger structural forces present
in the newsroom. Strong themes were identified in those interviews that correlated with
participant observation and this researcher’s personal work experiences. Later in the study, care
was taken to reflect diversity in age, gender, race, seniority, and newsroom job responsibility.
The sampling recognizes and explores cultural silos, and includes managers, people with welldefined areas of expertise, and a wide range of working journalists. Initial questions were open
ended, standard and representative of the project goals. Data used in this research also includes
video archives from the Tampa Bay Times, existing video data collected by the Times, and video
of subjects created with their consent.
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Because the sample population is sufficiently large and time was not a limiting factor,
interviews were collected to saturation, defined as the point at which no new themes emerge
(Bernard 2006). I began by asking questions about how journalists define career success, what
forms of capital they most value, their definition of core journalism values, their views on
personal branding vs institutional branding, views on the importance of audience feedback,
thoughts on newsroom silos, harmonious self-interest between employer and employee, and
personal reflections on the economy and technology as it applies to news production. As themes
emerged, I allowed for a heuristic evolution in the questions asked and the direction of the
interviews. The flexible nature of semi-structured questions allowed new topics and themes to be
initiated by the interviewee and explored. A grounded theory approach allows this flexibility in a
way that helps mitigate bias in building themes to be coded, and is in keeping with the
participatory nature of the study. I approach grounded theory as described by Kathy Charmaz;
“the distinguishing characteristics of grounded theory methods (see Charmaz, 1983, 1990;
Glaser, 1978, 1992; Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987; Strauss and Corbin, 1993) include:
(1) simultaneous involvement in data collection and analysis phases of research; (2) creation of
analytic codes and categories developed from data, not from preconceived hypotheses; (3) the
development of middle-range theories to explain behaviour and processes; (4) memo-making,
that is, writing analytic notes to explicate and fill out categories, the crucial intermediate step
between coding data and writing rst drafts of papers; (5) theoretical sampling, that is, sampling
for theory construction, not for representativeness of a given population, to check and re ne the
analyst's emerging conceptual categories “ (Charmaz 1996: 28)
All initial interviews were audio-recorded with the consent of the interviewees. The data was
transcribed by myself or a reputable service, and coded by myself. Transcripts were read
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“horizontally,” which involves grouping of segments by theme. The coding process continued
until no new major themes were identified (Marshall 1999).
The ethnographic component of this project has not been limited by any particular time
constraint. The methodology embraces careful consideration of my positionality as a long-time
employee at the research site. The choice was made not to randomize interviews in favor of a
heuristic approach in which themes that emerged during participant observation could be
correlated in follow up interviews. Care was taken to avoid selection bias by reviewing the
sample for diversity in age, race and gender and including those voices in the data before
considering whether the interview process had reached a point of saturation. A strictly structured
grounded theory approach with clear data analysis protocol is essential to mitigate any
preconceptions I bring to the table. It is clear that, because I self-identify as a legacy journalist
and because of my long history in the research site, it is essential that I do not bring my own
opinions to the interviews. After consulting with informants, all of whom gave explicit
permission to use their name and title, I chose to use pseudonyms in place of participant’s names.
I refer to them by a first name (which is a pseudonym) only, and job title where relevant. The
commitment to remaining as unbiased as humanly possible is a value this research shares with
core journalism ethics, which I have put into practice as a condition of my employment for over
two decades with no notable breaches of trust or ethos. The research has been conducted in
accordance with both the American Anthropological Association’s code of ethics, and the
Society of Professional Journalists’ code of ethics. This study was formally approved by the USF
Internal Review Board and all interviewed participants signed approved IRB consent forms.

4.2 Intellectual Merit
This study hopes to advance knowledge and understanding within the field of
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anthropology of media by providing a detailed ethnography of the everyday, lived experiences of
working journalists in turbulent times. The conclusions and themes drawn by the journalists
involved in this project will also be relevant to media studies, the education of young journalists,
management at news organizations, and may serve as a historic record of the transition to a
digital mediascape. The study also fits more broadly into anthropology’s long tradition of trying
to understand the general human process of enculturation, socialization and adaptation to
changing environments. A study of how journalism and journalists struggle to adapt and survive
ultimately boils down to time-honored anthropological themes and endeavors. This project
embraces core anthropological theory and practice, and continues in that tradition.

4.3 Research Setting, Positionality and Applied Value
A newsroom today immediately invokes the Chinese curse “may you live in interesting
times.” On one hand, I have been reminded by journalist and anthropologist friends alike how
amazing it is to be able to be in such a rich research environment. Newsrooms right now are
fascinating places, in fascinating times.
On the other hand, Careercast (and others) have rated news reporter as the worst job three
years in a row, below lumberjack and enlisted military personnel. The survey notes, “of course,
there are some jobs even worse than taxi driver. Take newspaper reporter, for example, where
poor job prospects, low pay and layoffs have plagued the industry for the past several years.”
(Careercast 2016) However, the passion and dedication of journalists is largely undaunted.
Given the setting, and my place in it, I will describe my positionality with honesty before
concluding with ethical considerations: I am emotionally invested in newsrooms. I am dedicated
to the Tampa Bay Times. I believe traditional local journalism produces socially critical and
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important work and I believe anthropology provides tools that can help find real solutions to
difficult newsroom challenges.
The goal of this study is to engage potentially difficult topics in an effort to find applied
solutions. In an applied sense, this work strives to be executed clearly, honestly, thoroughly and
communicated concisely.
With very few exceptions, journalists of all ages and backgrounds share a strong common
bond. They are exceptionally dedicated people seeking solutions to problems that ultimately boil
down to culture, human motivations and human action. It is my simple hope that a cross cultural
comparison research project of a working newsroom may help identify common sense solutions.

4.4 Ethical Considerations
Because I am approaching this research from a unique positionality, taking a multidisciplinary
approach, and because the research is being conducted in my workplace, I consider myself to be
liable to the ethical standards of several organizations – the Society of Professional Journalists
Code of Ethics (American Society of Newspaper Editors 1926) is one I have internalized in two
decades of newspaper work. As a master’s candidate, this research was conducted in accordance
to The Code of Ethics of the American Anthropological Association (American Anthropological
Association 1998), and the Professional and Ethical Responsibilities of the Society for Applied
Anthropologists (Society for Applied Anthropologists 1983).
However, because my personal attachments to the field of journalism, print media and the
Tampa Bay Times, ethical practice includes measures to guard against any intentional or
unintentional bias. Specifically, the research is committed to the principle of a grounded theory
approach that takes care to ensure that themes, topics, opinions and concerns originate
inductively, from the participants alone. To that end, one-on-one interviews began with standard
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questions, and themes were clearly identified as recurring before they were further pursued. All
themes were identified, coded, peer reviewed, and reviewed by stakeholders for any
unintentional bias on the part of the researcher. Above and beyond codes of ethics and concrete
methodological measures, personal care has been taken in praxis to ensure ethical research and
valid, confirmable data. Any situation where that effort falls short or could be questioned will be
clearly and honestly identified.
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CHAPTER FIVE
A PHOTO MEETING

5.1 Introduction
In the days I spent in participant observation and conducting interviews, I have tried my best
to embody a lesson from Kurt Vonnegut, who attended, and then dropped out of, a masters of
anthropology program at the University of Chicago. He identifies as a humanist, and writes this
in the introduction to his novel, Slaughterhouse Five:
I think about my education sometimes. I went to the University of Chicago for a
while after the Second World War. I was a student in the Department of
Anthropology….[one thing] they taught was that no one was ridiculous or bad or
disgusting. Shortly before my father died, he said to me, ‘You know – you never
wrote a story with a villain in it.’
I told him that was one of the things I learned in college after the war.” (Vonnegut
1969: 9-10)

This study asks journalists the kind of hard questions familiar to journalists. It does not shy
away from difficult friction points. The hope is that real discussions may lead to real solutions.
The intent is to take an honest, productive, villainless look at the difficult challenges the Times is
facing. The journalists in this study are good people who continue to dedicate themselves to
ethical journalism under extremely trying circumstances.
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This effort is also based in friendship, and is richer because of it. Zora Neale Hurston explains
the importance of friendship: “It seems to me that trying to live without friends, is like milking a
bear to get cream for your morning coffee. It is a whole lot of trouble, and then not worth much
after you get it” (Hurston 1942: 742).
Without these journalist gifts of friendship, these efforts would be all bear milk, and I would
be very scratched up.

5.2 A Staff Photo Meeting/A Magic Moment for an Anthropologist

One morning in 2016 I arrived in the St. Petersburg newsroom just after 9:00 am. I noticed
nobody was in the photo department.
“Weird,” I thought. Then I realized nobody was in the photo department because everybody
was in Tampa for a team photo meeting in which the managing editor and our director of social
media were going to address the staff. At 9:30.
I left my coffee on a random desk and made a sprint back to my car. With rush hour traffic I
might make it by 9:40.
I got there at 9:37. Our Tampa office is on the seventh floor. I ran up the stairs, rounded the
corner to the conference room and walked into the meeting in progress. I tried to catch my breath
without providing audible evidence that I was trying to catch my breath. The director of
photography was introducing the managing editor.
Nobody took special notice when I came in. There was coffee. And bagels. I got settled in as
Jamie, a senior editor, began:
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“I’m going to narrow my conversation today to one particular thing…and that is
what we are looking for in terms of photos for the front page of the printed paper.
But I don’t want anyone to think that because that’s what I’m talking about today,
that that’s all I care about, that our digital efforts are not important. I can’t
emphasize enough how important they are...but, I’m going to talk about
something else today, but I would love to come back another day and talk about
digital contributions as well. Don’t take this as any symbol that I just care about
print, because that’s not the message that I’m sending, but I do also care about
1A. It’s something that as we balance what we do; have a really great website,
have really good projects, have enterprise work, have a good breaking news staff,
the front page of the paper is one of the very most important things that we do and
I spend a lot of time thinking about it. And the photos on the front page are also
very important and I have some fairly strong opinions on what I want to see on
the front page.”
Jamie spoke to the staff in terms of a theme that had emerged in this study, older legacy
journalists often connect to symbolic capital: getting on the front page. Winning awards.
Becoming part of the Times brand by accumulating that symbolic capital. When she finished her
presentation, she left for another meeting and Corin, the Director of Social Media, took the
podium and started like this:
“I know we just spent a lot of time talking about 1A, well what makes a 1A on
the web? The All Eyes blog is something you can contribute to actively. We see
the work that you guys are doing and we want you to have a home for that. Just
because something isn’t go on 1A doesn’t mean it can’t go viral. We have a lot of
stuff go viral and we are always glad to service that.”
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She spoke to the staff in terms of another theme that emerged in this study, that younger
journalists often connect to social capital. She talked about how to build followers, optimize
traffic and the importance of building a brand you can take with you as you change employers.
The head of social media recapped the top 10 posts of the month, bringing each one up on
screen: a 1983 courtroom photo of a stripper bending over for a judge, with a story of how the
photo recently ended up in Playboy. She emphasizes how an old photo was creating big new hits.
Then she showed a photo of Bush reacting to 9/11 attacks, Cuba welcoming Pope Francis, a
photo of two bald eagles fighting, 2015 ComicCon photo gallery of provocatively clothed
people, Trump rally pictures, then new images from Pluto and Earth from space.
The room began to get uneasy. The photo staff was stuck in between the two distinct silos
represented by the two managers. Questions flew. “Are any of the top 10 posts this month
considered news?”, “On an assignment, when do we think web first, shop shooting and send, and
when do we cover the whole event, think about 1A and file for a daily?”, “What hashtag do we
use, when?”, “Do we need permission to post on our Facebook page and will it be curated?”,
“Just because Trump gets clicks, should we promote his rally?”, “Do we make any money from
social media?”
The whole meeting began to unfold as an amazing ethnographic scene of practice theory and
Tsing friction points. As I watched and listened, I decided I would do follow-up interviews with
the managing editor, director of social media and some photo staffers to explore the meeting in
greater depth.
A few days later, before I scheduled an interview with anyone, one of the photo staffers,
Avery, pulled me into a room. She was furious at the Director of Social Media and wanted to
organize a group of us to talk to the Director of Photography about her.
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“Did you find the crap Social Capital showed at the photo meeting as offensive as I did?
Seriously, are stripper’s asses what we want to be known for? Do we need to dig through our
archive for our most offensive material to get clicks? Playboy clicks? Really?”
She slammed a print out of the picture shown at the meeting of a stripper bending over in
court for a judge on the desk. There was a stack of pictures on her lap.

Figure 9: Stripper in Pinellas Circuit Court Photo

“Well, before I meet with Hayden [Director of Photography] I just want everyone to be on the
same page about this. Everyone is asking us to build up All Eyes, but it’s just total crap-forclicks and has nothing to do with what we do and why we do it.”
Avery was angry and confused. Corin was earnest and sincere. Jamie was trying to keep time
honored standards high and the ship afloat. Three good journalists, pursuing different forms of
capital, in difficult times.
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5.3 Practice Theory at the Meeting
Themes of social capital and symbolic capital identified and illustrated in the meeting were
drawn from established practice theory media studies from Bird, Cauldry, Posthill, Ortner and
others. Those themes were also emerging as common and standout concepts from my reading,
fieldwork and interviews. They characterize how older legacy journalists often acculturate to
value symbolic capital; stories that make the front page, work that wins awards. Many older
journalists, myself included, adopted that praxis feeling like it ties them to the Times brand. That
makes them (me) feel valuable, and builds connections with my employer. Accumulation of
symbolic capital furthers the idea that we can achieve a long career at the Times.
The habitus of many younger journalists gravitates towards social capital. Those journalists
value online connections and followers. Their praxis is often focused on self-branding. Belief in
a long career with any one company is low. The feeling is, if you accumulate social capital to
brand yourself, you can easily move around employers or have more success freelancing.
The value of accumulating symbolic capital is reflected by Jamie, the first speaker, a legacy
editor who plans the front page on a daily basis. She is a 28-year veteran of the Times, and she
shows us how Warren Breed’s 1955 assessment of newsroom culture remains largely true for
legacy media managers today; “the newsman’s source of rewards is located not among the
readers, who are manifestly his clients, but among his colleagues and superiors. Instead of
adhering to societal and professional ideals, he redefines his values to the more pragmatic level
of the newsroom group.” (Breed 1955: 335). The legacy editor tells us the goal is to get onto 1A,
the front page. It is prestigious. It is where the award-winning work goes. She gives us tips on
how to get there. Once there, our work will be tied to the Times brand. That is good for us and
our careers.
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Millennial journalists have largely acculturated to value social capital; success on social
networks, page views, and followers you can take with you if you lose your job or leave the
paper. That is valuable today because a multi-decade relationship with an employer is seen as a
pipe dream. Corin, the second speaker, embodies this form of praxis. She had been at the Times
for 18 months, and tells us she can help us accumulate that valuable social network capital.
The staffers and the department manager are caught in the middle of the two managers’
capital philosophies. They demand different, often conflicting, things from us. The staff
represents a diverse sample in terms of race, gender, age and philosophy. As a result there were
many individual Tsing-like ethnographic friction points between staffers and competing
newsroom structures as they struggled to position themselves, both in terms of the competing
capital philosophies of the two managers, and in terms of how to survive and thrive in a rapidly
changing workplace.

The characters of this staff meeting could have been scripted by Pierre Bourdieu and
contemporary media scholars to show the power of silos, habitus and doxa in a workplace. Two
distinct silos are personified by two managers speaking from the same podium. The legacy
editor, symbolic capital. The millennial editor, social capital. The meeting unfolded like a
scripted play about how friction between those silos affects confused photo staffers stuck inbetween structures.

5.4 A follow up interview with Avery
“It's just making the point that the craft of storytelling is being overshadowed by the
technology.”
Avery came to the Times photo staff 15 years ago. Avery spends a lot of her free time
adopting and helping train guide dogs. She helps organize the Heart Gallery, a Florida
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Department of Children and Families program that makes portrait galleries of children hoping to
be adopted. She plays folk guitar, most recently in Rabbit Run, an Americana band comprised of
journalists and their friends. They play open mic nights and in friends’ garages. One afternoon I
took a portrait of them for their self-produced CD. The graphic designer (who also works with us
at the paper) forgot to give me a photo credit on the CD jacket. Before I could stop her, Avery
stayed up late into the night handwriting my name below the photo on each CD cover in careful
block letters before distributing them.
Two years ago she took a sabbatical from the Times to teach high school journalism students,
wondering if she could stay connected to her love of journalism without living with all the
industry stress. She returned and finds love in stories about the environment, community
gardening and children with disabilities. Oh, did I mention she plays her guitar for sick children
at All Children’s Hospital once a week?
Recently she held a glass of wine and cried on my couch. An indigent man she found housing
for is beginning to require more care than she is able to provide. This man is a friend of a friend
that no one else will help. His growing needs are intruding on her ability to achieve life balance
and sustain her own well-being. He needs hospice. Avery will dig deep to find time to help him
to his end.
I tell you all this to reinforce Avery’s character and to explain why she is a journalist. Avery
sincerely wants to make the world around her a better place.
She has always been motivated by journalism as a social newsroom experience. Work
friendships and relationships are key to her drive and success. The staffing cuts, growing sense
of professional isolation and the narrative dissolution of the newsroom have changed her. She
explains:
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“Well, I feel like I'm constantly fighting to stay true to doing photographic
storytelling the way it should be done, the way it used to be done and ... Let me
think of some example. Well, there's process and there's content. So process,
when I worked for the Evansville Courier in my happiest heyday, I would come
back from an assignment. I would soup my film and I would sit down with Brian
Moss on a big long light table and he with a loop would go over every single
image...it wasn't just like click, click, click, click, click, click ... Like I feel now it
was always frantic, frantic. Oh my god, click, click, click I have to shoot
everything and it's more stressful. And before it was you'd spend time with these
people, and you would just take an image or two, you'd watch the light, you'd
anticipate the moment. You would get in tune with them. Maybe you'd have a
conversation, and then click, and it was like the whole process was so much more
thoughtful. And then, I would get feedback from my editor. And we would talk
about this, and he might say, ‘Wow, this is great but have you thought about this
aspect? Why don't you go spend another half a day with this family? Or why don't
you go when they're taking the kid out at a park?’ And everything was bounced
off, and more directed, and more thorough.”
She gives an example; a mayoral forum she covered the night before the interview. A third
party candidate, from the Uhuru party, which is under the leadership of the African People’s
Socialist Party, would be at the forum. Uhuru supporters were angry their candidate was being
excluded from a future televised debate. Their issues speak to historic community tensions in St.
Petersburg. The forum was likely to get heated. Avery felt like she had to do too many things.
“Well, earlier I was told, ‘Okay, get something that can be used with the blog and
get it in by this time,` but also make sure you have a shot of everybody in both
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forums, which is a total of 16 people because we need that for the future.’ Plus,
there's a huge audience so I want to get some audience participation, but at some
point, before it was over, I'm on the floor with my laptop trying to get a card in
because I've got a deadline to make. And then that's when things ... that's when
people start screaming, and I don't have time to get in place to get any of this. And
then, I guess, there was a bit of a shoving match and some people left. Well, so I
got some picture of a guy standing up in a chair from the back, but I didn't even
have my right glasses on, my card was in the computer. And then I get asked an
hour later by email, from Clara, ‘Do you have any video of the antics that went
on?’
And I'm like, ‘Okay, first of all, nobody talked about video beforehand.’ ...and,
so, the whole time I felt like I'm running, and running, and running. And, in the
end, I didn't even get what I needed...So there are more assignments like that, and
compare that to how I used to approach an assignment. I get more assignments
that stress me out, and they're still not effective. And I kind of feel like if I would
just not even ask people what I'm supposed to be doing, and just get back to what
I know I'm supposed to be doing and focus on either just that photo or just that
video or just that person because I'm the journalist that is there to assess the
situation. The way we are actually having to do our jobs has changed what are
jobs are. And it's really hard to stay true to what I know, being a professional
almost 30 years. I feel this constant kind of push, pull, push, pull. That's really
difficult.”
Avery had recently returned to the Times after taking a year off to teach journalism at
Lakewood, a high poverty high school. She explains why she needed the break:
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“Before the opportunity was presented to me to go to Lakewood, I was really
more in a slump than I let other people know. I was so down, I was so, so, so
down. And I wasn't thinking about ... I knew I didn't want to teach full-time but I
needed a break. I mean, everybody did in some way. I took a pay cut and went to
work with behaviorally challenged kids for 10-12 hours days and lost my
weekends. And Ted [her husband] and I had to sleep in separate bedrooms
because he had the night shift [as a night picture editor at the Times] and I had the
morning shift and I'm a light sleeper. And that whole ... I learned a lot but that
was so difficult. But you know what? That saved me. I needed that because Ted
was coming home with stories about how it feels like a mausoleum in there [the
Times newsroom].
And then that whole semester I was gone was when even more people got laid off.
It was horrible. I was so busy. It's like people become workaholics because they
don't want to see their job eliminated. Lakewood was really difficult and really
stressful but I was grateful to have this, something that was all-consuming
because I was so heartbroken and I could not bear to be in the middle of the
heartbreak. And I knew I had a lot of friends and colleagues that were in the
middle of that heartbreak. I was still grateful to be away from it. But it was not
like I took a holiday. I was really, really down about that.”
Shortly after coming back, Avery went on an assignment to Flint, Michigan.
“We went up there to do a story because Flint has the highest unemployment rate
in the country. We went up there to do a business story for like three days. And I
remember knocking on a guy's door and talking to him and taking some pictures
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of him, and he lived right across the street from a huge automotive plant that was
so gigantic it looked like a city onto itself. And he lived on a little street and a
parking lot, huge plant that had been closed down for decades that he used to
work at. And I remember asking him, so what keeps you in Flint? What gives you
hope for the future and he was like well, you know, Ford and GM keep saying
they're gonna start this up again and I believe that's gonna happen. And I'm sitting
here thinking ‘I've been in Flint for three days, this place has been dead for twenty
years and I've told this story before.’ I keep thinking about it again and again. It's
like we're becoming that guy. Like I remember in my mind going ‘how can you
believe in something that they just keep telling you is going to get better and it's
been twenty years?’ Because one year becomes two becomes five, becomes?
Yeah. I was just like, ‘you really believe that the auto industry is gonna, not
bounce back in general, but that your job and your individuality as an automotive
worker and the plant that you can see right out your window is going to come
back and be part of your life.’ That’s us, my friend. That’s you and me.”

The sense of narrative dissolution Avery describes, and its impact on news production, is a
coded theme in every interview conducted for this thesis. Her words can be taken as a newsroom
universal.
On January 5, 2018, not long after I included her interview in this thesis, Avery called me in
Ann Arbor from St. Petersburg to tell me she was leaving the Times. She has been at the Times,
and a close friend for 16 years.
She is taking a teacher’s assistant job at an elementary school in Scottsdale, Arizona and
currently has no plans to ever be a journalist again.
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She will, however, continue to make the world around her a better place.

5.5 A follow up interview with Corin
Corin has the neatest, and most interesting handwriting of anyone I have ever met. I often sat
next to her, in the role of night picture editor, at the 3:00 news budget meeting. I tried not to be
nosey (I probably didn’t try hard enough), but it was difficult not to look at her notebook in
admiration. I was not really interested in the notebook’s content. She told me in an honest
interview moment that she often isn’t really either. In the notebook she writes what news stories
got the most online clicks and where those clicks came from. She says this is not a very useful
analytic, but she waits to be called last at the budget meeting, then dutifully reads them aloud. “I
freaking hate reading those numbers every day. They don’t mean anything, and everyone is just
pretending to care,” she told me.
What draws eyes to her notebook are her miraculously penned block letters. They are
perfectly spaced, and each straight vertical line on each letter has a small ball at the top and the
bottom. I have watched her write notes, and she creates her absolutely unique script quickly,
effortlessly and with the precision of a computer printer. Above her desk, on a pillar, is a sign
written on white poster board in a cursive version of her wonderful script: “Digital Audience
Mantra: Content, Engagement, Revenue.”
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Figure 10. Social Media mantra poster
This has been an important and significant effort in the Times newsroom. I would like to
consider this mantra with three theoretical lenses.
First, the mantra represents Corin’s personal/professional narrative. It defines her identity as a
journalist, and, like most journalists, that narrative is deep and personal. There is an emotional
toll when that narrative begins to dissolve.
Second, I would like to examine how Corin’s mantra orders her life in terms of practice
theory, habitus, and doxa.
Third, I would like to examine how the “content, engagement, revenue” model works in
terms of field theory in our newsroom and in the industry as a whole. Evidence shows that social
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media content-for-referrals-for-revenue has not been a successful business model fiscally. As we
saw in the photo staff meeting and the upset journalists who attended, social media content-forreferrals-for-revenue is also a morale killer.

Narrative: Corin’s grad school dreams
Like many journalists, Corin fell in love with journalism at a young age, then tried to avoid
the profession. She grew up in St. Petersburg, worked with St. Petersburg Times high school
programs, and interned at Poynter. Here is how Corin defines her personal/professional narrative:
“I’m from this area originally, and when I was in high school I did the section that
was like, ‘By Kids for Kids’ [a St. Petersburg Times high school journalism
program] And I did workshops with Poynter. I always loved journalism. I went to
college and I was like, ‘I don’t know if I can do journalism because this just
doesn’t seem like it’s fiscally responsible at this day and age’. But it was the one
thing I had always loved, I got a degree in political science because the advice
that I received here when I was in high school was study something that you’re
passionate about, that you’re interested in, writing is a skill. Journalism is a skill
that you learn. And sure enough, that wound up being the case. I took internships
in journalism, I worked at a music publication, I worked at NPR, and then I
actually graduated and did a corporate communications job for a year before
going to grad school for journalism. Because I figured this is a fiscally responsible
way to do writing, or to do media, to be involved in that. And I hated it because it
wasn’t actual news...I mean that’s part of the problem. In journalism school there
was this sort of, the running self-deprecating joke of not knowing what you’re
getting yourself into, that you wouldn’t do it if it weren’t for some, either
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ridiculous ideal which has been ingrained in you by the older legacy. That this
ideal has permeated your conscious so deeply that you buy into it yet you know
all of that framework is completely irrelevant...Journalists, we’re all crazy people.
No doubt about it.”
Here is how Corin describes those goals, and her own habitus in terms of practice theory:
“The clearest path to leadership, the clearest path to actually making an impact in
a newsroom, the clearest path to making sure that the organizations that I cherish
are still economically viable is in delving deeper into digital audience. So that’s
why I found this role and I was like social media editor is the perfect way to get
my feet wet in both the hands on, the daily doing things of editing social media,
but also the more intangible, what is our strategy surrounding this beast that we
can’t really tame? And that’s what I think we do our best to do, is to tame the
beast of social media.”

Corin and practice theory: The Pied Piper of Social Capital
Corin sees her mission as luring people to Tampa Bay Times’ digital content. She knows there
is no money in the first two steps of her of her mantra: Content, Engagement. She is
concentrating on brand identity and raw audience. She sees the “Revenue” part of her mantra as
beyond her paygrade. The broken business model is for people with years of newsroom
experience and wisdom to fix. She, like a Pied Piper, will deliver them audience. The Pied Piper
of Social Capital. She guesses her delivered audience should find a paywall, or a subscription
model:
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“It’s not just that Facebook doesn’t pay you. It’s the idea that on social media, our
content is free. Which, that’s a pretty standard model. Social referrals, because
they get someone to a site. But how do we continue to engage that user that
arrives from social? Our content has to be optimized. When someone clicks
through on a site, there has to be something they want to click through to see.
That’s when they’re gonna hit that pay wall. But I think all of that is above my
pay grade, making those decisions.”

Here’s the rub. Most older legacy managers do not have the digital mentality to solve the
audience/business model problem. They are controlling what they know how to control, and are
looking towards digitally savvy youth to address social media issues. Those youth are looking
back at them.
At the Times, the social media team is two people, Corin and Amber. Two Pied Pipers. Both
under thirty. They go to the budget meetings, then, in practice, make all editorial decisions for
the Tampa Bay Times digital product. They are front page editor, sports editor, photo editor,
regional editor, copy editor and audience development.
The possibility of a functional business model falls in the gap between these habitus enabled
silos: digital youth and older legacy journalists. Social capital and symbolic capital. We saw
them clearly in the photo meeting. Young journalists pursuing capital on social media and
making editorial decisions above their pay grade. Older journalists pursuing journalism for the
printed page and leaving digital strategy to the younger generation. Corin explains:
“The digital audience team, which is essentially Amber and I, at most new rooms
is at least triple or quadruple. A factor of X bigger than ours. So we have two
people trying to man something that is admittedly a lot larger, and a lot more
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refined at other places...so, you know, you’re being asked to create these digital
skills. And when you’re discussing with people above your pay grade, that are
above your level on the leadership ladder, that don’t necessarily have those skills,
they don’t necessarily know their importance, but they recognize that those skills
are important. They don’t know how it all fits into the newsroom framework, but
they know it’s necessary. So it’s almost that there is a fundamental
disconnect...and maybe that is, in part at least, why you’ve got this inherent
problem.”

5.6 Jamie’s symbolic capital, Corin’s social capital and field theory
My first question during my interview with the Times senior editor, Jamie, was:
“I’m wondering, since you’ve taken over as [a senior] editor, what is your greatest challenge in
this news environment?”
Jamie’s answer: “I don’t think it’s social media, I’ll tell you that.”
Me: “No?”
Jamie: “No. I think that changes the dynamic. I think that it has people looking at our work in
new ways, but social media, on my list of many biggest challenges, is not the biggest
challenge…”

Jamie’s unprompted answer to my first question: “I don’t think it’s social media, I’ll tell you
that”, mirrors the disclaimer she offered in her introduction to the photo staff meeting:
...but I would love to come back another day and talk about digital contributions as well.
Don’t take this as any symbol that I just care about print, because that’s not the message
that I’m sending…
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Jamie is as aware of the silos as Corin. Her up front, unprompted, disclaimers about not
addressing digital journalism as the elephant in the newsroom demonstrate that awareness, even
if she has very different opinions about where solutions lie. Jamie echoes Corin’s main point,
from a different perspective. Jamie seems to know that, in fact, social media and “our digital
efforts” are critically important to a sustainable future. But there is an emotional, and justified,
feeling that those things are beyond her control, beyond her experience, and beyond her silo.
Corin feels the same way, for different reasons. The space between Corin’s silo and Jamie’s silo
has a name: fear.
As a working journalist thinking about my own future, I know that fear. I feel it too.
Bourdieu’s field theory helps explain that gap, and that fear. When the legacy media field
exists within the field of social media, the extremes tear us, and our business model, apart in
ways that feel like a storm. Our fear is justified. We cannot control the storm. Our field is within
it and surrounded by it. It is the glass bottle in which we, dedicated bees, buzz.
From her position, Jamie is right, and brave, to control what she can as that storm rages. Corin
is right to try to bring audience to the Times online, even if there is not a business model there.
Bourdieu’s field theory assures us this: no field is mandatory. There is a world beyond the
boundaries of the social media field storm. We should consider taking our field of journalism out
of it and creating our own, uniquely branded, digital field.
Jamie’s thinking and Corin’s thinking are like the nobility of the trapped bee’s thinking. They
… We … all look towards the light we know and believe in. We fight with heart and soul to get
there. But we need to get out of the bottle first. The bottle is social media.
A uniquely defined digital journalism field will benefit journalism morally, and journalists
personally. More critically, an independent digital space for journalism will create clarity to the
public. That clarity can re-establish journalism norms that have been lost to the extremes of the
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information age. We can build a business model in that environment. Journalists can find
meaning in that environment.
Three months after I interviewed Corin, she quit the Times and took a corporate job. Her
personal narrative as a journalist had dissolved.

5.7 A follow up interview with Jamie
When staffers talk about Jamie’s management style, they often reference her ability to
multitask details. A common description is that “she can keep all the trains on all the tracks.” It is
her superpower. We imagine her ability to manage the newsroom comes from having grown up
in one. She has been at the Times for 28 years. She doesn’t just have people skills, she has
journalist people skills.
She has been a woman in a male dominated newsroom, parenting and producing stellar
journalism in tough economic times. She gets it. She gets us. She knows what it feels like to
balance the family pressures, social pressures, and financial pressures of journalism with the
undying passion for our work. When I’ve gone into her office for a career discussion, she senses
my inner scale: personal concerns on one side and passion for journalism on the other. It is her
scale too. I get the feeling she has balanced it longer, and better than most. I get the sense if my
scale has two plates to balance, she keeps 360 plates balanced, all in a circle around one balance
point. Jamie can and will stop what she is doing to concentrate on your scale, or any other
individual scale, without tipping the others.
After starting our interview by saying that social media is not her biggest challenge, she
continues:
“I do not think I could give you a single biggest challenge. I would say that right
up there, at the top of the list, is the struggles of the business of doing journalism,
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which has an effect on the practice of journalism. We're at this really difficult
time for newspapers especially, as an organization, where our whole business
model has fallen apart. The money that used to be there to support quality
journalism, is not there anymore. My challenge is, how do you do quality
journalism that continues to serve all the people in your community, who you
have always served and want to continue to serve? With fewer people, fewer
resources, in terms of technology, because it takes money to buy good
technology. We haven't had it, so we haven't done it as much as we would like,
and all of those things. I would say that's one of, if not my biggest challenge, is
how to continue to keep the quality of the journalism high, and do all of the
journalism that we want and need to do, in an era of shrinking resources?”

Corin saw her job as social media audience pied piper, leading audience to the Times so that
management could fix our business model.
Jamie sees her job as controlling the controllable. She does not spend her energy trying to
wrestle with things she senses are outside of her control. The field of social media, its extremes,
the echo chambers and how all that impacts human culture consuming news is not in her control.
She doesn’t go there.
She continues answering my first question:
“Well, I think the biggest thing that people ask me about is the thing that I have
the least control over, and that is the future of the industry, the future of the
organization, the financial stability of the organization. ‘Is this job that I love, and
I really love,’ just speaking in someone else's voice, ‘Is that going to be here in
five years or ten years? Can I make a career here? This is what I want to do, but
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will I be able to do it?’ I think that's a question that a lot of people have on their
minds. Another question that I hear a lot is, ‘What is the Times doing to become a
more digital organization, and be more competitive with all of the other digital
organizations?’ I think those are two distinct questions, but I think the same
people are asking them. When you talk about career planning, the things that I can
talk to people about with ease are, ‘Here's how I think you're doing as a journalist.
Here's the type of journalist I think you're becoming. Here's what you need to set
as your goal. Here are the skills that you need to get. Here's where you need to
improve. Here is where you should focus your time and energy. Here's how to get
better.’ The kinds of things that have to do with the practice of good journalism. I
can talk to people about that. I can tell them where I think they are on the career
ladder, and how far they're going to go, and how I can help them get there. I can't
tell them what our profits are going to be at the end of next year, because I don't
know. I don't control them. That's what they really want to know. They really
want to know, ‘How healthy are we going to be as an industry and as a company a
year from now?’ I don't have the answer for that. I'm happy to help make them a
50% better journalist a year from now, if I can, but I don't have the answer to that
question.”
I ask Jamie “But a 50% more secure journalist?” She responds:
“I can't promise that, I really can't. I will say that a message that I do preach is
that we all got into this business because we love to do journalism. We all want to
keep doing journalism. That definitely requires the ability to adapt and change, as
to how we keep doing journalism.”
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She is banking on symbolic capital, and the power of journalists’ personal narrative in how
they define themselves. Those are strong currencies and she knows their power. They keep her in
journalism too. Me too. But only concentrating on improving journalists and gathering symbolic
capital in the form of front page stories and awards is playing a fiddle on the Titanic.
On October 12, 2018, as this thesis was being reviewed by my committee, Jaime left the
Times for a corporate job. She worked at the Times for 32 years.
I would have never considered this possibility when conducting the interviews, but all three
people highlighted in Chapter Five have left journalism.
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CHAPTER SIX
THE PLATFORM IS THE PROBLEM

6.1 Battle of Extremes
Somewhere around 2007, professionally produced journalism began to exist digitally within
the field of social media. Once news and social media began to occupy a common field, a
predictable struggle for dominance became inevitable; “struggles in which the stake is the power
to transform the field of forces. In other words, within a field there is competition for legitimate
appropriation for what is at stake.” (Bourdieu 2005: 44) Within any field struggle, the extremes
compete for dominance. Legacy media delivered on social media platforms is no exception.
HuffPost Editor-In-Chief Lydia Polgreen describes the media’s field struggle as a powerful
“polarization narrative” she hopes to overcome as she tries to establish HuffPosts’ business
model as one in which “the complexities of our communities do not get lost in tweets and
internet echo chambers” and “as a place where people can see the issues they have in common,
find solidarity and civic engagement.” 16
The 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer, a survey of over 33,000 people in 28 countries between
October 28 and November 20, 2017, concludes that seven in 10 people worry about fake news or
false information being used as a weapon, and 59% say it is getting harder to tell if a piece of
news was produced by a respected media organization. Their study says that media has become
the least trusted institution for the first time in the survey’s 18-year history. But something else
interesting happened in 2017. The credibility of journalists rose substantially, and trust in media
platforms fell:

16
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Figure 11: Trust in Journalism and Platforms Diverge, 2018 Edelman Trust Barometer

The conclusion: people are starting to recognize the truth we see in Bourdieu field theory and
Berger’s ideas about media and context.
The platform is the problem.
The study also finds “Confusion about the credibility of news is connected to the broad, wide
definition of media that Trust Barometer respondents now hold. Some people consider platforms
to be part of “the media” — including social media (48 percent) and search engines (25 percent)
— alongside journalism (89 percent), which includes publishers and news organizations.”
Social media is known for echo chambers and extremism. Journalism is known for striving to
be centrist and balanced. The merging of the two fields has been disastrous for the latter.
Bourdieu suggests that “to exist in a field- a literary field, an artistic field - is to differentiate
oneself...falling into undifferentiatedness - the constant problem of the center in the political
space - means losing existence.” (Benson and Neveu; [Bourdieu 2005], 39-40) In the digital
social space of social media, legacy media values are losing existence.
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When, as Bourdieu predicts, extremes in the field of media battle for control, the center space
where ethical news lives “falls into indifferentialedness.” The impacts on society and democracy
are dire.
A recent small media experiment correlates to Bourdieu’s field theory on media and the
Edelman Trust Barometer. In January 2018, the Danish regional television broadcaster TV
Midtvest ran a test to see what would happen if it stopped posting content to Facebook for two
weeks, from January 16 to January 30. The broadcaster was receiving 40 percent of its referral
traffic from Facebook, but was interested in running a feasibility study to explore the idea of
weaning itself off social media platforms. After an initial drop in visitors, the station experienced
more stable and engaged traffic:
“Unsurprisingly, the broadcaster saw a 27 percent drop in visitors to its site, a 20
percent drop in sessions and a 10 percent decline in pageviews...But the readers
who remained averaged 42 percent more time within articles and read 12 percent
more pages per session than they did prior to the test...Readers also read more
articles once fly-by Facebook traffic wasn’t part of the equation. For example, the
broadcaster used to post nine to 16 articles or videos a day on Facebook, and
usually it was one specific article that would catch fire on Facebook and cause
traffic to spike. When it stopped posting to Facebook, traffic was more evenly
distributed.” (Davies 2018)
Nadia Nikolajeva, director of digital strategy at TV Midtvest called it an eye-opening test. “I
was expecting a far bigger overall drop [in traffic] after stopping publishing to Facebook. We’d
become used to traffic being so unstable. But when we took away the Facebook traffic, our
traffic became incredibly stable.” (Davies 2018)
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Legacy news organizations can market and deliver our news products in new ways that
benefit our audience and our brand.
Washington Post journalist David Fahrenthold, who started at the Post in 2000 and won the
Pulitzer prize for National Reporting in 2017 for coverage of the Trump family and their
business interests, spoke at the University of Michigan in 2017. He described the movement of
journalism from an independent legacy field, to a legacy field situated within the field of social
media. He said “when I started at the Post I tried to imagine my target audience. It was this
person sitting at the kitchen table in the morning drinking coffee and reading news inked onto a
morning paper. Then it became this person goofing off at work reading news on a computer.
Now I imagine my target audience as a person who has just come through a tornado. They
are disheveled, their hair is all messed up and they have pieces of garbage hanging off them.”
Fahrenthold is an industry pioneer in effectively using Twitter followers for tips and story input,
but, like many journalists, he is perplexed about how to keep the public’s understanding of
journalism’s core values from being lost in the modern tornado of information.
Defining professional journalism as an independent digital field is essential to that effort.
Ethical journalism must exist in its own, clearly defined digital space. It is not the public’s job to
identify an ethical journalism field located within a larger field of extreme battling forces. It is
the industry’s job to define itself.

6.2 Embodied Messages
Boyer notes that when news exists on various digital platforms, it changes McLuhan’s wellknown idea that “the medium is the message.” His research found, citing Nicholas Negroponte,
that the digital context where a news item is found “inverted McLuhan’s dictum, arguing that
“the medium is not the message in a digital world. It is an embodiment of it.” (Boyer 2013: 144)
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This speaks directly to field theory concepts about the importance of platforms. It is not that
Facebook is the message. Facebook completely embodies news culture in ways that are bad for
any individual news organization’s ability to define itself to the public.
Emplotting professional news into the field of social media also makes news consumption
depressing. In February 2017, Holly B. Shakya and Nicholas A. Christakis published a
longitudinal study about how Facebook use compromises well-being. The study used 3 waves of
data (from 2013-2015), 5,208 subjects from a nationally representative Gallup Panel Social
Network Study survey, and objective measures of Facebook use. It concluded that Facebook is a
very mentally unhealthy social space: “Our results showed that overall, the use of Facebook was
negatively associated with well-being. For example, a 1-standard-deviation increase in ‘likes
clicked’ (clicking “like” on someone else's content), ‘links clicked’ (clicking a link to another
site or article), or ‘status updates’ (updating one's own Facebook status) was associated with a
decrease of 5%–8% of a standard deviation in self-reported mental health.” (Shakya and
Christakis: 203)
A local publication like the Tampa Bay Times just cannot reasonably expect to keep public
perception of its business model whole if their product is emplotted and embodied in that kind of
ecosystem.
There is real advantage to journalism making a conscious and intentional effort to not deliver
news within some fields of social media. Field theory and ethnographic evidence in this
newsroom study suggest that those advantages extend to branding, staffing, and moral. Legacy
media can better control the powerful and essential narrative of what journalists are, and are not.
More critically, we can culturally define how the public understands the values embraced by
professional news organizations more clearly.
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Brittany, a page designer interviewed for this paper, may have summed up Bourdieu field
theory better than Bourdieu himself:
“We create freaking amazing content here. Facebook is a bowl of shit. When we put our hard
work and great content into a bowl of shit, it becomes the bowl of shit. Are we surprised when
people don’t want to pick it out and eat it?”

6.3 Seven Safe practices and a killer
Stephen Barnard applies Bourdieu’s field theory on Twitter and journalism practice in an
article titled Tweet or be sacked. The title comes from “BBC Global News Director Peter
Horrocks’ proclamation to his staff: ‘Tweet or be sacked’ (Miller, 2011).” (Barnard 2016, 191).
Barnard applies practice theory and field theory to analyze journalists’ motivations for using
Twitter. His research identified “a typology of eight practices employed by journalistic actors on
Twitter: information collection, news dissemination, sourcing, public engagement, brief notetaking, field meta-discourse, other professional (inter)actions, and personal (inter)actions.”
(Barnard 2016: 201).
The ethnographic data in this study will argue that, while seven of those practices are
practical tools for legacy journalists in the digital age...one of them is absolute cancer: news
dissemination. Delivering produced stories on social media platforms is culturally disastrous.
Emplotting professional news in the field of social media confuses readers’ ability to discern
credible news from gossip. It dissolves the fundamental narrative of the news industry. It
destroys an essential narrative that journalists use to define their deepest sense of self. It is
dangerous to a news company’s brand and business model. It also puts subjects that participate in
a news story into an unnecessary structure of violence they may not want to be exposed to.
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Bourdieu’s field theory tells us clearly: We should not disseminate professional news on
social networks. In order to reclaim our brand , we should boldly establish a separate digital
field where news is delivered exclusively, and advertise aggressively to build public
understanding of the different moral and ethical standards of practice between the fields.

6.4 “That’s our job!”
During a participant interview, Jack, a 24-year-old metro beat reporter, stopped our
conversation to pull out his laptop and show me a graph on his Facebook page that had gone
viral. It was an attempt to help people make sense of news sources and credibility.

Figure 12. 2018 Viral News Source Education Chart from MediaBiasChart.com
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“We can’t expect everyone on the planet to go to journalism school! We can’t ask everyone
who wants to read news to take journalism 101. What, every person needs to stop their busy life
and examine what is news to believe and what isn’t? That’s our job! Why aren’t we just doing
our job?”, Jack asked.
The graph serves as a popular culture graphic representation of Bourdieu’s point that the
extremes in a field battle for dominance of that field. In the micro-worlds created on social
networks, that battle rages individual account by individual account. Digital spaces become
battlegrounds.
The extreme organizations on this chart will win the micro-world echo chamber battles in the
field of social media. In that environment the center organizations, and the professional ethics
they embody, are in danger of becoming obsolete.
I was recently tagged in a Facebook post advertising a free class offered to students at the
University of Michigan, titled “Fake News, Facts, and Alternative Facts.” The course (taught by
Will Potter, Howard R. Marsh Visiting Professor of Journalism, and assistant professors Josh
Pasek and Brian Weeks) is offered as a public service, because they feel the political stakes are
rising. Here is the course description:
“How can you distinguish credible information from “fake news”? Reliable
information is at the heart of what makes an effective democracy, yet many
people find it harder to differentiate good journalism from propaganda.
Increasingly, inaccurate information is shared on Facebook and echoed by a
growing number of explicitly partisan news outlets. This becomes more
problematic because people have a tendency to accept agreeable messages over
challenging claims, even if the former are less objectively credible. In this teachout, we examine the processes that generate both accurate and inaccurate news
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stories, and that lead people to believe those stories. We then provide a series of
tools that ordinary citizens can use to tell fact from fiction.”

While it may be possible to provide journalism 101 at no cost on a university campus, it is not
reasonable to expect every citizen who wants to participate in being a member of an informed
society to have the time, resources and interest to decipher what is and is not reliable
information. That is the job of legacy news organizations, and we are just not doing it. Publicly
defining our field, and our narrative, more clearly is a moral obligation.
How could people know news is real, in a clear and simple way? Take it off Facebook. It is
the wrong field. Put news in the clearly defined field of professional journalism, where it
belongs.
News organizations should be aware of, and in better control of, the ecosystem, field and
platform in which they place, and chose NOT to place, our content. Following Primo Levi’s
example of defiant humanism in troubled times, we should protect our work and our brand better
than we do in an age where social media platforms have become socially dangerous battle
grounds that use truth and trust as weapons. When a professional news product produced with a
well-established code of ethics appears in a hostile social media environment, understanding of
our field, the meaning of the individual story, and the public perception of the people who
produced it all change.
Legacy news organizations should not deliver news on social media platforms. News
customers should be able to consume fact-based news in the course of their busy lives with
greater clarity. Professionally produced news should be delivered into a uniquely defined digital
field, one where traditional journalism ethics and practice are better understood by the general
public. Delivering news into multiple media fields, each with conflicting and contradictory
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purposes and values, is culturally confusing and irreconcilable with efforts to build a long-term
business model.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
BIG DATA, SOCIAL COMPLEXITY AND THE JOURNALIST EXPERIENCE

“Not everything that counts can be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts.”
-attributed to Albert Einstein.
7.1 The Rise of Screen Time in Newsrooms.
In his 2013 ethnography of three newsrooms, Dominic Boyer’s primary reflection is that “the
news journalist is increasingly a sedentary screenworker.” (Boyer 2013: 130) He begins by
noting how Thorsten Quandt found, in a 2008 German newsroom study17, “that journalists spent
32.1 percent of their time on screen-based search related activities, 21.5 percent of their time on
screen-based text production, 14.9 percent of their time on communication via media and only
1.8 percent of their time ‘Moving/walking around.’”18
Boyer’s observation that “screenwork has emerged as the dominant operational activity of
newsmaking.”19 was inescapable theme that also emerged in the course of this study. In ways
that both benefit news reporting and are dangerous to how newsmakers are measuring complex
social realities, journalism has become a much more screen-based profession.
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This chapter examines how a trend toward aggregation of information, big data reporting on
complex issues, monitoring social media feeds, and “interviewing the data”20 shape the changing
nature of journalism. As Boyer notes “we can see how professional self-understanding is being
shaped by screenwork’s own ‘curation’ of epistemic flows, flows whose multiplicity and
interchangeability gives experiential substance to abstract, generic categories like ‘information’
and ‘content’” (Boyer 2013: 131).
In this chapter we will first consider how anthropology helps shed light on some of the social
dangers that come from relying on big data to describe the social world. We will then consider
how mixed methods approaches help address some of those dangers. Finally, I will present
ethnographic evidence of how the rise of screen time has affected my coworkers in the Tampa
Bay Times newsroom.

7.2 Evidence based reporting, big data and screen time
Vicanne Adams’ draws on her experiences with evidence based global health policy and
politics to make a strong case that big data experiments and aggregated data collection can create
“an illusory sense that there is firmness of stability in the intrinsically messy social world.”
(Adams 2013: 84) She convincingly argues that the pursuit of evidence-based medicine creates
an “unnatural laboratory” out of a naturally complex social world. Adams, Beil and Petryna
assert that when big data driven methods, like randomized controlled tests and large-scale data
aggregation, are accepted as the gold standard for useable truth in research, “ethnographic
evidence is readily seen as anecdotal and exceptional, unreliable on account of its granularity or
the wiliness of its subjects. Yet, to make the case, we need a human story.” (Biehl and Petryna
20

“Interviewing the Data” was the title of a seminar hosted by USC Annenberg’s National Health Journalism

Fellowship. A coworker and I attended the seminar in 2016.
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2013: 17) There are direct parallels in journalism, where a trend towards data driven reporting,
computer assisted reporting and a dramatic increase in the amount of time journalists spend in
front of screens are changing the landscape of news reporting.
In their 1979 book, Reliability and Validity Assessment, Carmines and Zeller explain the
challenges in attaining quantitative reliability and validity in the social world. Reliability refers
to the accuracy of a measurement, validity refers to how well a study actually measures the
intended goal. Carmines and Zeller outline different ways of measuring validity (face validity,
criterion validity, content validity and construct validity), but ultimately conclude that validity
for large scale studies in a complex social world is extremely problematic. They explain how it is
fairly easy to establish validity for positivist measures. They give the example of a spelling test
that establishes if children have learned to spell. They then identify two problems with
establishing that kind of validity in the complex social world we deal with as journalists. First
“the process is considerably more complex when dealing with the abstract concepts typically
found in the social sciences. Indeed it is difficult to think of any abstract theoretical concept...for
which there is an agreed upon domain of content relevant to the phenomenon.” (Carmines and
Zeller 1979: 21). That is to say, when aggregating big data, journalists have ceded the authority
to judge what social reality to measure in their community to the creators of the data. We often
do not scrutinize their methods carefully. What pieces of reality define the problem are
determined from an Excel spreadsheet, looking at whatever measures exist. We accept the rigor
and the methods used to create multiple and various data sources with too little question. That is
very different than a journalist knowing their community and making self-determining decisions
about what to cover: What issues are of consequence in the real-life community? What is not
being measured there? Carmines and Zeller continue, “The second, related problem is that, in
measuring most concepts in the social sciences, it is impossible to sample content. Rather, one
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formulates a set of items that is intended to reflect the content of a given theoretical concept.”
(Carmines and Zeller 1979: 22) The caution is that there needs to be solid theory about what to
measure and why. In order to establish meaningful social validity there needs to be a very
specific question. The roots of that question should come from direct knowledge of the
community. We should look for data in response to a story. We should not pick a story in
response to available data.
An investigative coworker once explained to me the genesis of an 18-month Times investigation.
Referring to an open excel sheet, he exclaimed “You just don’t get a data set like that every
day!”
There is no denying the power and potential of aggregated data, but there is also danger in
narrowing the social world around an investigative question based on someone else’s research.
“What happens when you have a fire hose of data, measuring a lot of just a few criteria that don’t
reflect a question in the social world well enough? You can easily miss what has been described
as ‘metric black holes,’” explains University of Michigan professor Avik Basu. Basu teaches a
small survey course that helps explore those metric black holes.
I attended the class Basu teaches on quantitative small experiments in data gathering. The
model has been taught and practiced for nearly 30 years, and can be of real benefit to
newsrooms. Rachael Kaplan, who developed the model in the early 1990s, explains it like this:
“They are ‘small’ in cost, in number of participants involved, and, especially in their intention. A
manageable study, however, need not be conceptually sloppy. To be useful, even small
experiments need to be thoughtful and disciplined.” (Kaplan 1996: 170).
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In his 2013 study of newsrooms, Boyer notes how a dramatic increase in screen time is
impacting what kind of journalism we produce. As I read his work, meaningful examples jumped
out of my field notes and work experience.
Closest to home is my wife, who left the Times to work for a wire service. She and two
coworkers cover the southeast of the United States from their homes in different cities. On a
normal day, she does not leave her desk, which consists of three monitors and a television
screen. She is able to aggregate, and use stringer feeds, to cover any news in a four-state area.
Her skill is largely to be able to handle multiple, rapidly evolving news situations quickly and
accurately.
A woman who won a Pulitzer Prize documenting police abuses was sitting next to me. During
a break we were chatting and she explained; “this ‘interviewing data’ is hell. I just spend months
not knowing if I have a story, and it’s just hell on me. I’m used to knocking on doors, looking
people in the eye and working up to the story from there. You know the truth when you see it. I
know I have it when I see someone’s face and know they are telling the truth. Finding people
that fit the data...working that way down? It’s just nerve wracking.”
I asked a metro editor at the Times about how young reporters approach to journalism differs
from legacy journalists and, without hesitation, got this response: “They report everything off
Facebook and Twitter. I have to tell them to get out and talk to people. It’s a skill not many of
them have. Facebook is not a source. We all have Facebook lives.” He added that one of the
great benefits of journalism is to have those experiences with people you would not otherwise
come in contact with. He worries about young reporters not having enough of that experience.
While big data sets are a powerful tool, and have untapped potential for journalism, they also
can create unrealistic certainty in complex social realities. While new technology provides a
staggering ability to aggregate news, it also presents new challenges for newsroom editors.
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Young reporters often do not have the kind of face-to-face, pound on stranger’s doors, shoe
leather journalism experience the job also requires. Editors have told me many young reporters
lack important social skills, and, perhaps more importantly, are not engaging in the kind of faceto-face life experiences that many older journalists treasure.
How the trend towards big data, increased screen time and aggregation affects journalism may
not be directly measurable. It may have to be considered in terms of what went missing. What is
the effect of fewer human interactions experienced by journalists? What perspectives are not
gained and what ground truths are under reported? In an era of understaffing, there are fewer
journalists having interactions with people in small communities. How does that affect
journalism?
Big data has proven to be an amazing tool for reporting, but there are important ways in
which aggregation of existing big data sets limits journalists, oversimplifies complex social
problems, and does not serve specific communities or address specific problems that local
journalists should be addressing. Employing mixed research methods, like the small experiments
model, returns self-determination to local reporting and allows journalists to quantitatively
explore local questions in a way that informs local reporting better than aggregated data alone.

7.3 Metric black holes and why journalists should fear them
Most of us remember election day when, on November 9, 2016, a 7:00 pm New York Times
“poll of polls” predicted a 86% chance Hillary Clinton would be President. It was an average of
all evidence-based reporting polls nationally. At 11:30 pm that same night, as actual votes were
counted, the poll changed to a 96% chance Donald Trump would win the election. The question
of what part of the “intrinsically messy social world” was not measured will ultimately be
debated by historians, as will the role media played in the surprising election night results. New
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York Times’ Jim Rutenberg led a story the next morning with “all the dazzling technology, the
big data and the sophisticated modeling that American newsrooms bring to the fundamentally
human endeavor of presidential politics could not save American journalism from yet again
being behind the story, behind the rest of the country.” (NYT 11/09/2016)
In an article criticizing how Randomized Control Testing does not serve social research,
psychologist Jonathan Shedler explains the dangers of using evidence-based research to
minimize control bias like this:

“In the absence of careful scientific reasoning, RCT can lead to foolish conclusions.
Here’s an example: Some people wrongly concluded that tooth flossing lacks scientific
support, after a review of RCTs found little evidence of benefits. But flossing is
beneficial in the long run, and the RCTs followed patients for only brief periods. They
found exactly what you would expect—pretty much nothing. Knowledge about flossing's
benefits comes from other sources, including dentists’ observations over more than a
century, and an understanding of the mechanism of action—how it works....some people,
primarily in the social sciences, would have us believe that RCTs are the gold standard of
scientific knowledge, and all else can be ignored. This is misguided, and it doesn't require
a science degree to understand why. No RCT has ever shown that the sun causes sunburn,
sex causes pregnancy, or food deprivation leads to starvation. We know these things
because we can observe cause and effect relationships and because we understand the
mechanisms of action. Ultraviolet radiation damages skin cells. Sex allows sperm cells to
fertilize egg cells. People die without food. Copernicus, Galileo, Darwin, Einstein, Niels
Bohr, Marie Curie, Stephen Hawking. What do they have in common? None of them ever
conducted an RCT. Most scientific knowledge does not come from RCTs.” (Shedler
2017)
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Evidence based quantitative research, especially in the social sciences and journalism, seeks
to measure certainty in complex systems. Too often the results are represented as definitive
reality and those results can cause harm.

7.4 The rise of screen time and the journalist experience
There are also more personal impacts of the rise of screen time and over-reliance on big data,
in newsrooms. In Boyer’s 2013 ethnography of three newsrooms, he identifies a dramatic
decrease in the amount of time journalists spend out in their community pursuing qualitative
data. He identifies “screen time” as a primary force in the remaking of journalism in the digital
era. In my own fieldwork, most every journalist at the Times speaks to how that increased
reliance on quantitative methods, aggregation and increased screen time have changed the way
they do their job. There are advantages to data reporting and social networks. There are also
dangerous blind spots that parallel in news coverage the very same dangers medical
anthropologists like Adams have explored in health coverage. At a recent journalism conference
at USC, a coworker and I attended a two-day session called “Interviewing the Data” that
highlighted how to structure a long term, deep dig investigative story from a big data set.
Harper, a prize-winning journalist, tells about the first story Cassidy, a new, younger editor
asked her to check out:
“So my first story that Cassidy asked me to check out as my editor...this woman had
gotten arrested for abandoning her little, little kids while she went to work at McDonald's
at night and the neighbors had called, and their house was filled with feces all over the
place and they had just taken the kids. So I got in the car and I drove up to the apartment
on the address on the police arrest report and I got in there while they're pulling feces
covered couches and shit out the door. Then I drove to the McDonald's and I talked to the
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co-workers of this woman at McDonald's and I got up to the office and Cassidy said,
‘Where were you?’ And I said, ‘I went to this apartment to check this out and then I went
to the McDonald's.’ And she goes, ‘Oh, I would have started with the documents.’ You
know, it was the whole idea of, if I had waited for another two hours, they would have
had all the crap out of the house. I wouldn't have been there to cover that but her whole
gut initial reaction was check out the documents. I had a police report, that was all I
needed to go on. To me, that felt like a huge shift in the way that we're reporting...And I
just felt like, what. That's not how I want to do my job. It's not effective in that situation.”

I was standing with Harper and Cassidy one day shortly after Cassidy had become Harper’s
editor. Cassidy was putting together her first issue of Floridian magazine. Harper had mentored
an intern into reporting what would be the cover story. She had taken the intern to meet the
family to be featured, introduced everyone and set the story on course.
They were looking at a printout of the intern’s story at Harper’s desk. Cassidy looked ashen.
She was beside herself.
“Everything in here is reported off social media posts. She didn’t actually talk to a single person!
None of this is confirmable.”
Harper was upset. She assured Cassidy, “I walked her from family member to family
member, we got everyone’s phone number, contacts for everyone…”
Cassidy said they would have to kill the story, less than three days before the magazine
deadline. They went into her office and shut the door to call the intern.
Harper later recalled the event:
“And in the end, you have to call these people and talk to them. ‘Well they won't
return my Facebook messages.’ Well call them! I think there's a weird split too
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between the 40/50 somethings and the 20 somethings and the way that we
converse and the way that we ... I think that's not just affecting journalism but
affecting us as people.”
The episode, and others like it, have left Harper, who is a 30-year-veteran and recipient of (I am
not exaggerating here) pretty much every major journalism award possible, feeling unappreciated
as a mentor with experience to share:
“But, there's also the thing about hierarchy, if that makes sense. I don't feel like
the interns that come in, want to learn from their elders that have been there. And
I talk to Cheri [a veteran photojournalist] about this a lot too. It's almost like, the
older people are having to rely on the younger people for weird technical skills
but the whole art of what we do as craftsman or artists or writers and artists, is not
being passed down because it's ... I don't know how to...It makes you feel
unappreciated. It makes you feel archaic. It makes you feel like you have to
question what you're doing, even though you really do know what you're doing. It
makes you feel a little bit dismissed. I don't want to be freaking revered by the
damn newsroom but it would be nice if somebody was like, ‘Oh, Harper, can I get
your help on something?’”

Harper goes on to tie that theme, of the social impact of screen time, to a recurring theme:
professional loneliness and isolation.
“But in journalism I think, even something as little as ... I used to be able to hear
everybody's interviews on the phone. So I would know all around me what everybody
was working on, all the time and we could help each other….Now I have no idea what
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people around me are working on because no one talks out loud on the phone or if they
do, they go to some other room. They're not at their desk on a landline, so the
participation of a team sport feels like it's been lost.”

In ways that parallel Adams, Beil and Petryna’s experiences in evidence based global health
policy and politics, quantitative and aggregated data collection in news gathering can create a
sense of surety when addressing very complex issues. While big data sets are a powerful tool,
and have untapped potential for journalism, they create unrealistic certainty in complex social
realities. While new technology provides a staggering ability to aggregate news, it also presents
new challenges for newsroom editors. Young reporters often do not have the kind of face-toface, pound on strangers’ doors, shoe leather journalism experience the job also requires. I heard
that theme from every editor I interviewed.
How the trend towards big data, increased screen time and aggregation affects journalism
may not be directly measurable. It may have to be considered in terms of what went missing.
What is the effect of fewer human interactions experienced by journalists? What perspectives are
not gained and what ground truths are under reported?
Harper shares a piece of ground truth to help answer that question:
“I want to write about the things that win contests...and I feel like we win a whole lot of
prizes but nobody cares about anything except for the Pulitzer. You look through all the
winners of that contest and two-thirds of them now are based on some kind of database
combing or some big, in-depth investigation of numbers or paperwork, or...you know, not
people. In fact, Cassidy told me flat out she did not want any of the people on her team
writing feature stories anymore. She didn't think that there was even a possibility that a
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newspaper could win a Pulitzer Prize in the feature category,21 that we should be working
on investigative and explanatory only.”
The fact that the social capital of the Pulitzer is no longer perceived as attainable for a newspaper
feature writer, and so is no longer a priority, deeply affects Harper. She is a people person, not a
records and data person. She explains how she recently won a national Scripps Howard award
for feature writing and she feels that because it was not an award for data-based reporting, Times
management no longer cares:
“This is petty, but it is not about the award, it’s about the change in priorities, but the
Scripps Howard prize that I won was for the same amount of money as the Pulitzer. And
it's the same pool of people and it also includes TV and websites. I was up against CNN.
I had more competition and I won the award and the thing that they sent me said, when
they make this announcement in your newsroom, make sure you have your social media
people, like Instagram and Facebook, announce it. Scripps Howard wants kudos. Every
other person who won, their editor came with them, they didn't announce anything in the
newsroom about me, they didn't have any kind of a celebration of anything to do with
anything in the newsroom and nobody came to the awards. I brought Roger [her husband]
because they weren't gonna send any editor with me. That was not valued at all. At all.
Every data award thing ever is touted and celebrated. We were a narrative paper and now
we're an investigative paper.”

The Pulitzer board opened the Feature category up to include magazine journalists. There is a strong feeling that
newspaper features in era of diminishing news print space are too short to compete.
21
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The first question I asked Graham, a senior metro editor at the Times, was about how young
reporters approach journalism differently than legacy journalists. I got this response:
“They report everything off Facebook and Twitter. I have to tell them to get out and talk
to people. It’s a skill not many of them have. Facebook is not a source. We all have
Facebook lives... I mean when I'm talking to younger reporters, there's some very simple
things. One, go talk to some people. That hasn't changed. Whether it was twenty years
ago, fifty years ago, a hundred years ago, I assume you're a reporter. One of the things
you want to do is talk to people. You can look at Twitter all day if you want, um, but it’s
on Twitter then someone else has already got it. Now you can do a good job at
synthesizing what's on twitter or what you're seeing on Facebook. But if you wanted to
get right at the core of news, then you have to go find it yourself. You can't have it being
given to you by another, I'll say quasi news producer like Twitter or Facebook. You still
have to go to the city council meeting and meet the city council members and meet the
people in the audience who are watching and ask them, why are you here to get their
good stories.”
Graham differentiated between getting digital records from your desk in the newsroom, and
going to get them in person.
“You got to go look at records if you cover the courthouse. We get them in a different
way now. It's more electronic. So in some ways it's more convenient to look at those
records than they were when, say, I started and it was all in paper and you have to go
there [to the courthouse] to do it. But one of the great advantages of actually going to the
courthouse to have to ask for records is you almost have to have a conversation with a
few real people. You have to go up to the clerk and say ‘how you doing today? What's
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going on?’ And sometimes she or he would tell you something and you didn't
know...cause they're the ones that either will give you the good stories, the good tips, the
things to look into or how to shape your stories. It's almost in some ways too convenient
to get certain types of records because you don't have to actually talk to anybody. So this
is one of the things I preach, especially to the younger reporters who are often very
digitally savvy and can mine things out of social media.”

This speaks to Carmine and Zeller’s point about achieving social validity. To know what to
measure, and what is not being measured, journalists need to invest their time exploring the
social world, developing critical theories, thinking of specific stories to test and then looking for
data. Graham added that one of the great benefits of being a journalist is the chance to have
those experiences with people you would not otherwise come in contact with. He, and most
every other editor I interviewed, worry about young reporters not having enough of that
experience on a personal level. Brink sums up the educational value of that experience, and how
it is a humanizing lesson:
“You're gonna learn a lot, spending time at a news organization. You're not going to learn
nearly as much about the world and the community you live in if you work at a different
type of profession…just this industry teaches you a lot about how things work in your
community. So even if you decide after five years, look, the financial reality is just, it's
too much of a burden for me and you decide to go into something else. You've just had
five valuable years. It's like five years of someone paying you to educate yourself about
the world, even though they may not be paying you very well, to learn about how your
city council works, how your school board works or how your state government works,
that type of thing. And just talking to real people, to know how it feels to get you out of
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your own cocoon, your own sort of safe place where everyone sort of thinks the same
way as you do. One of the things I love about journalism, my own beliefs are constantly
challenged and sometimes they're changed. I still believe in that core value. We surround
ourselves too often by people who think too much like we do, and the years of social
networking reinforces that to the point where it starts to be a problem. But as a journalist
you go out and you meet that guy who came from an agricultural background. Now I was
a city kid. You go out and you have to interview the farmer whose crops is decimated by
something and you're like, wow, he's seeing the world or she's seeing the world in a
different way than I am. And you're sort of learning something about that. And, to me,
one of the great things about this industry is, you will find out how other people think and
how they think differently than you do, and that to me, as a young reporter, was one of
the, sort of the richest things about the job...I’m not really sure young reporters are all
having that same experience today.”

Graham’s insight about the journalist experience strikes at the root of themes identified in the last few
chapters. Chapter Five sheds light on the consequences of the struggles Graham describes by
documenting moments of Tsing’s friction points, situations where larger structural forces played out in
specific, conflicting ethnographic moments. The photo meeting pitted a veteran editor’s pursuit of
symbolic capital against a younger millennial journalist’s pursuit of social capital and highlighted a midcareer photojournalist caught in the crossfire. Chapter Six uses Bourdieu practice and field theory to
highlight how the ethics and norms that have defined practice in the field of journalism for over 150 years
are challenged, and most often lost, when embedded into the fields of social media and cable news. The
chapter also highlights how that loss creates friction points and narrative dissolution in the lives of
individual journalists, and how that impacts the overall well-being of the newsroom. Chapter Seven adds
the perspective of today’s over-reliance on big data and screen time. Those changes have oversimplified a
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complex social world, eroded the value of fieldwork and shoe-leather reporting., and changed the nature
of the journalism ultimately delivered to news customers. Graham’s thoughts on how much the
experience of being a journalist has changed highlights how all those themes become embodied by
working news makers at the Tampa Bay Times.
So what practical changes might be helpful? The next chapter presents bottom line applied
anthropology solutions I hope will be valuable.
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CHAPTER 8
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY SOLUTIONS

Here is a recent poll. It came out during the writing of this conclusion:

Table 13. Quinnipiac Poll, Released April 26, 2018
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According to a nationwide poll of 1,193 voters nationwide, with a margin of error of +/- 3.4
percentage points, 51% of Republicans said the “news media” was the “enemy of the people.”
When I began my career at the Tampa Bay Times 22 years ago “the news media” and public
trust in media existed in a different world. Today many respondents define “the media” by
lumping together social media platforms (which politically manipulate and boldly lie to us),
cable news networks (that report from obvious political silos, 24-hours a day whether there is
news to report or not), and local legacy print organizations like the Times (that have been around
for over a hundred years with a well-established code of ethics and practices.)
Looking at perception of “the media” as a whole today, skeptical people in that recent
Quinnipiac poll aren’t wrong. “The media” in the digital age do not uniformly serve democracy.
Complicating the picture, politicians and special interests blatantly capitalize on that
understandable confusion and distrust.
So how does a local print news organization, like the Tampa Bay Times, disrupt that narrative
of disbelief and distrust in local print media? How do we earn back trust? Can we re-establish
our historic public narrative? We have reported on our community with honesty and integrity
since 1884. Can we convince people that those time-honored values still define us?

The answer for a midsize legacy print organization like the Times boils down to the cultural
experience of consuming news, identity, and power structures. Several applied recommendations
that emerged from this study are outlined in this section.

● Recognize dehumanization and political manipulation on social media. Respect
history’s lessons about those present dangers. Act boldly. Be a social media
disruptor.
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Stop delivering professional news in social media fields. Block all links to our content from
social media fields. Boldly market the fact that legacy journalism is a unique digital space. Get
the bees the hell out of that bottle.
The fact that social media is used to divide the public for political gain has only become
clearer in the relatively brief time it has taken to write this thesis. From Russian ads, to
Cambridge Analytica, to YouTube algorithms that perpetuate conspiracy theories to young
audiences, to Twitter’s role in Presidential politics; any debate on the subject continues to
narrow. Social media is being leveraged as a powerful political tool in increasingly perilous
times. To be on the right side of history, legacy journalism organizations need to embrace a
philosophy of defiant humanism now. It is time for a bold and public stand against dehumanizing
social spaces in the digital age.
● Rebrand Boldly
Imagine this scenario:
A local news consumer in Tampa pulls out her mobile device. The year is 2020. She is 25years-old. It is a presidential election year. On the screen are icons. A blue “f” for Facebook. A
green “T” for Tampa Bay Times.

Her thumb hovers over the icons. The thumb is guided by neurological connections in her
brain that have been shaped in powerful ways by culture; impulses that have been with humans
for millions of years; and adaptations to the digital age that are getting wired so quickly that no
one can possibly know what they all mean.
Legacy print journalism’s business model hangs in the balance.
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This thesis has a dream: that when that consumer looks at those two icons, she remembers an
ad campaign that broke the digital age down to simple humanizing vs dehumanizing social
forces:

“f”: spreading confusion, lying, and manipulating you since 2004.
“T”: Serving this community with integrity and honesty for you since 1884.

The consumer’s thumb wavers towards the “T”. She imagines the faces of Times journalists.
She knows them. She listens to their podcasts. She has seen their documentaries on public
television. They work in partnership with local USF professors to produce smart, meaningful
stories on multiple platforms about difficult community issues. The Times food critic
recommended that great Thai restaurant where she and her partner went for their first date. She
will feel smart, positive and as if she is part of a local community when she pushes “T”. She
remembers a Town Hall forum sponsored by the Times that was a safe space for Republicans and
Democrats to debate differences. She remembers the investigation that increased school funding
when she was a senior in high school. “T” is a healthy digital social space to consume trusted
information.

The consumer moves her thumb to “f”. She wonders what her friends are doing. She will hear
gossip, maybe see a cute cat doing something awesome. But she has no expectation that anything
under “f” will be news. She knows anything that claims to be news under “f” is bullshit. Maybe
Russian bullshit, maybe right-wing bullshit, maybe left wing. Maybe bullshit produced by a 16year-old in Kurdistan for kicks and profit. Who knows? Legitimate news stopped posting there
years ago, removing all pretense of actual news information on social media platforms. Those
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historic legacy organizations clearly, honestly and boldly communicated the change. They
explained that news is a culturally unique experience. They intentionally branded themselves as
not-on-social-media. Local news is a totally separate field. It is a different button, with unique
rules and expectations. Everyone knows that.

Wondering how the impeachment proceedings are going on against President Pence, who the
Republicans might run against Oprah, and who the Rays are playing tonight in their new Ybor
stadium, her thumb presses “T”. “T” emplots her into a narrative that embraces community,
history, respectability, and sanity. She trusts “T”.
Our news consumer, and the news she consumes, is humanized. Democracy wins.

Or, her thumb presses “f”. She does see a cat doing something awesome. She laughs. She sees
a link to a Youtube video espousing a conspiracy theory about high school students at a rally
being paid to be “fake” protesters by anti-gun lobbyists. She knows it is bullshit. She asks herself
“Who still posts that kind of ridiculous crap on social media? Who has time for that?”
Democracy still wins.

● Then ask people to pay
So how does establishing a clearer cultural experience for legacy print organizations translate
into money to pay journalists?
I had a chance to ask Marty Baron, executive editor of the Washington Post, that question
during an intimate meeting with Baron and the Knight-Wallace Fellows. The rules of the
meeting were that everything was off-the-record, so I wasn’t taking notes, but Baron repeated
what he told me in a Knight Foundation interview.
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“Basic economics say that if you sell an item in scarce supply, the price will go
up, and the scarcer the supply, the higher the price. If the supply is infinite, the
price will go down. There are a certain number of page views worldwide, it’s a
very large number, which is the advertising inventory. What’s our answer to the
need to make more money? Generate more page views. As we generate more
page views, the supply of available inventory goes up and rates go down. The
results are you aren’t making any more money and may make less. I liken this to
being on a treadmill and you’re going, but you’re not going anywhere. Then
someone speeds it up and you’re going faster, but you’re still not going anywhere.
Then someone speeds it up more and more until you collapse because you can’t
sustain it anymore. In many ways, we are on that treadmill, and no one knows
how to get off. If you were to step off the treadmill, you would collapse and hit
your head against the next treadmill and you’d be done. So how do you get off in
a safe way and not know that in fact what you are going to do is tumble down
because you can’t sustain yourself. We don’t know about that.” (Lynch 2015: 6)
People will ultimately be asked to pay for content.
So, step one: don’t lose the public’s cultural understanding of what you are asking them to
pay for. Bourdieu field theory, current literature and the interviews in this thesis suggest legacy
news organizations are failing at step one. What do legacy agencies have that is worth paying for
that other platforms do not? Over a century of credibility, journalistic rigor and well-established
social ethics. Losing public respect and understanding of that branding message by enmeshing
professional news into social media’s field power struggles is a dangerous proposition.

● Prioritize humanizing story forms, like podcasts.
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Siobhan McHugh explores the explosion of podcasts. She explains; “as is well documented
(Quirk 2015: 9–10; Berry 2015), the confluence of two events in October 2014 had a significant
impact in media circles: the launch by Apple of a native podcast app that made it much easier to
download a podcast direct to an iOS mobile device and the publication of a spin-off of American
storytelling show This American Life, [and] a serialized, podcast-first true-crime investigation
called Serial… The New Yorker claimed that podcasting was ‘humanising the news’ (Larson
2015). “ (McHugh 65-66: 2016)
During a talk with Knight-Wallace fellows, Alex Blumberg, CEO and co-founder of Gimlet
Media, broke down the formula, which he learned from Ira Glass at This American Life. “A
podcast starts by introducing a likeable person who feels like they are sitting right next to you. A
friend. A buddy on your shoulder talking into your ear.” That voice humanizes the news story
and takes you on a journey. They stop the digital flood of information that stresses us all out in a
personal way. It works because it is a personalized, humanized experience. Digital audiences are
gravitating towards those humanized story forms. A 2018 podcast consumer study by Edelson
Research shows that podcast listenership is growing year over year. More significantly, they
found that podcast listeners stay engaged. The mean weekly listening time for a podcast user is 6
hours and 37 minutes.22

Table 14. 2018 Edelson Research Podcast Study: The Podcast Consumer. April 19, 2018.

22

http://www.edisonresearch.com/podcast-consumer-2018/
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I believe, without hard data, that popular reactions to humanized story forms may be a
response to the fact that consuming information has become a culturally dehumanizing
experience in the digital age.23
Legacy organizations will benefit from using and developing story forms that achieve that
humanizing goal, in various forms; audio, video documentary and in print. Humanizing news can
be a powerful cultural antidote to the dehumanization of news in the digital age.
Why did Humans of New York24 go so viral? Why did people respond to that one really
simple concept, in the seeming endless flow of digital information? Humanize someone in New
York. Simple.
● Slow down to speed up. Provide on-demand news, when there is news.
On the last day of my Knight-Wallace Fellowship at the University of Michigan I was eating
barbeque sandwiches with another fellow, John Shields, who works for the BBC. We were doing
what we nearly always do, bantering about what Shields calls “the information apocalypse.”
He threw out an idea he heard at the Online News Association Conference.
“What if on a day where there wasn’t news, we just said ‘there was no news today?’”, he
asked. “We’ve all been there, trying to fill a huge news hole on a slow news day. Since news is
now on-demand, what if we just covered news when there is news and concentrate on the big
picture when there isn’t?”
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I have identified this theme, which seems to be emerging in readings and conversations with other journalists, as a

research topic for further study.
24

Humans of New York is a blog of portraits and short sorties found on the streets of New York. It was started in

November of 2010, garnered 25 million followers and was turned into a New York Times bestselling book.
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There is always a 24-hour news cycle, always x number of pages of newsprint to fill. At the
same time there is too much useless, confusing information in people’s lives. What if a trusted
news organization better respected news consumer’s time? It may help a news organization’s
credibility to know when to shut up?
There is a model. Shield was remembering an ONA conference lecture where NYU media
scholar Jay Rosen spoke about De Correspondent, which has built into its business model
“freedom from the 24 hour news cycle.” They bill themselves as an “antidote from the daily
grind.” Rosen explains in a Knight Foundation article how:
“When you're not straining to find a unique angle into a story that the entire press pack is
chewing on, it's easier to avoid clickbait headlines, which undo trust….[there is a risk] to
relevance: if you're not covering the stories that everyone is hearing about ad nauseum,
will you begin to sound inessential and out-of-touch? The Correspondent has an answer
to that: ‘not the weather but the climate.’ It's a phrase the editors use to keep themselves
on track. It means: ignore the daily blips, focus on the underlying patterns. ‘Not the
weather but the climate’ is just a slogan. You have to execute on it, and that is always
hard. But it is the right slogan when you're trying to optimize for trust. And if you can
execute on it, you won't seem out of touch at all. You will feel more essential.” (Rosen
2017)
John Shields and I bantered slogans back and forth as we struggled with barbecue sandwiches
that were more meat than bun.
We settled on “news when there’s news.”

● Employ mixed methods common in academic research to improve investigative
journalism.
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As discussed in Chapter 6, the social world is more complex than many big data
investigations appreciate. Mixed methods approaches common in academic social sciences
address shortcomings inherent in big data descriptions of the real world.
Openness to new methods invites a more critical exploration of blind spots and metric black
holes left in real world spaces that aggregated data very often miss. Newsrooms can look more
critically at methods used to collect the data we use and help develop mixed methods approaches
that fill in inevitable gaps when using quantitative means to measure a complex social world.
As part of this thesis, I explored one specific method; small survey experiments designed to
answer specific, targeted questions. Just the kind of questions that would help inform a local
news story, or add a needed second perspective on a large aggregated data set. The method has
been taught at the University of Michigan since the mid 1990s. The surveys are small in cost,
involve relatively few participants, and are manageable in scope. Their strength is in thoughtful,
disciplined and academically rigorous design and execution.
● Partner with local universities to help local journalism.
Local journalism is experiencing a crisis of resources. Local universities have resources,
longitudinal research commitment and expertise in their community. There is a desire at
universities to make research efforts public. Simple partnerships offer unlimited potential for
new perspectives, cross-training to improve both disciplines, branding advantages, and real,
tangible benefit to local communities.
● Work within the newsroom to repair narrative dissolution
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Applying some of these recommendations to how we produce news will have a more personal
benefit to working journalists. Rehumanizing news production will help restore a lost sense of
purpose to admirable, working-class media producers.
The participant observation and peer interviews of Times journalists, and very personal
experiences of my own two-journalist family, make a painful fact clear. Ethical professional
journalists are losing their sense of purpose and well-being. The narrative we have long told
ourselves to give our life meaning is being stripped away.
We are all bees in the bottle. In admirable ways, our sense of journalistic purpose feels wired
into our DNA, like those bottle-trapped bees in the introduction to this thesis, who “evidently
imagine the issue from every prison must be where the light shines clearest; and they act in
accordance, and persist in too logical action. To them the glass is a supernatural mystery they
have never met with in nature; they have no experience with this suddenly impenetrable
atmosphere; and, the greater their intelligence, the more inadmissible, more incomprehensible,
will the strange obstacle appear.” (Maeterlinck 1911: 146)
In the course of conducting my peer-to-peer interviews, I began to include the question,
“When you are up late at night alone, what is your greatest worry?”
Of the twenty-one journalists I asked, I coded eighteen as responding with some version of “I
won’t get to do this anymore.” or “Journalism will be taken away from me, not because I am not
good at it, but because they just couldn’t keep me” or “What will I do if I can’t be a journalist?
Who will I be?”
After a decade of watching friends laid off, shrinking benefits, job insecurity, retirement
uncertainty, salary cuts and growing public admonishment towards journalists, I am surrounded
at the Tampa Bay Times by people who fear the loss of local journalism more than anything else
going on around them.
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EPILOGUE
PERSONAL REFLECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
It has been eight months since I read my dead uncle’s book and began questioning my moral
purpose as a journalist. I have had a full academic year as a Knight-Wallace Fellow to reflect. I
have been unjustly blessed with a wealth of resources from amazing mentors and peers. I have
watched my 5-year-old daughter sprout over the winter into an all-legs-and-skinned-knees 6year-old. I have put considerable effort into this thesis and wondered repeatedly, with all my
fellow Fellows, “What is next for journalism? What is next for me? Who am I?” The question
was a constant, looming visitor to the fellowship experience for all of us.
What would my target audience say? My two ghosts and my little girl?
The ghost of my Uncle John would encourage me to be bold.
The ghost of Nelson Poynter would remove legacy media from social media ecosystems. He
would fight today’s rising fascism directly.
For me, the real questions often boiled down to bedtime.
After arguing with my daughter to brush her teeth and put on pajamas. After negotiating extra
chapters of Magic Tree House that took us past official bedtime, I often lay with her and felt
sleepy, listening to her whisper make-believe games to her stuffed animals. I watched her
through half-opened eyes (fully-open-daddy-eyes are a bedtime kiss of death). Through my
eyelashes I wondered at what age she might look at my work, like the day I looked at my
uncle’s. I wondered what I would want her to see.
Answers varied wildly night to night.
After a day talking to really intelligent grad students who do not have any understanding at all
of the journalism I started my career with...after a conversation where a class of those really
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smart students lumped me in as “the media” (and not in a good way), I knew I was done with my
old career. How could I imagine my daughter looking at me the way those students did?
After a day when former Knight-Wallace Fellow Alec MacGilles gave a lecture on the dire
importance of local journalism to democracy in today’s media crisis, I was ready for battle. How
could I quit when the stakes are highest? That person would not be my daughter’s father.
After a day when University of Michigan anthropology professor Jason De Leon explained
his amazing ethnography on migrant dessert crossings in a way that was both academic and
public, the answer changed again.25

Disappointingly, I still don’t have a solid answer. But I do have some clarity.
For that clarity, I can look at the choices I made during this fellowship year on how to spend
my days. Back in September, before my uncle’s book, I imagined what I would do with the
coming year. I would learn Spanish guitar. I would do 8x10 wet plate fine art photography. I
would become a better ethnographic writer. I would do yoga and practice mindfulness. I would
write this thesis. I would unpack post-traumatic stress from past assignments. I would learn
Adobe After Effects to make graphics for my videos. I would photograph the world for pleasure,
instead of as a mission. I would write poetry. I would write a screenplay. The list goes on.
I felt like a mouse on a moon made of cheese. When classes started, I had to make concrete
choices about what I would actually do with my days. Those choices, what I actually did and
didn’t do, are my only real source of clarity. Maybe my actions can tell me more than my
indecisive thoughts?

25

University of Michigan, Knight-Wallace sponsored, lecture: Beyond the Wall: The Human Toll of Border

Crossings. 12/21/2018
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At every turn, I chose to dive into classes and readings that might help this thesis, or future
work on how local journalists can survive and adapt. Because I have a hope this thesis might
help local journalism, midsize newspapers like the one I work for, and confused journalists like
myself, my wife, my coworkers, and my fellow Fellows. Because I am still proud to count
myself among them. I believe my daughter, when grown, will be proud I stuck with local
journalism and fought for it, regardless of the outcome, and I sincerely hope some effort in this
thesis may help in some way.
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APPENDIX A
ETHICS GUIDELINES FOR POYNTER PUBLISHING

BY BILL MITCHELL · JANUARY 7, 2004
The Poynter Institute is a school for journalists that also practices journalism. These guidelines describe
the values, standards and practices we pursue in the journalism we do. We've assembled them not as a list
of answers, but as a path we follow in the course of our work. We see this as more of a decision-making
process than a set of rules.
Below, you'll find a list of seven core values guiding our publishing: accuracy, independence,
interdependence, fairness, transparency, professional responsibility, and helpfulness. Based on each of
those values, we list corresponding standards and practices. We also include a Frequently Asked
Questions section designed to highlight pressure points, some of which we’ve already encountered and
some of which await us down the road.
Over time, we hope these guidelines will describe the way we work routinely, day-to-day, as well as the
way we respond in times of conflict or crisis.
We do not intend these guidelines as a statement of industry standards, or to suggest proposing a legal
burden on any publisher, including Poynter, that would go beyond the normal standards required by law.
We've drafted this as a dynamic document aimed at providing guidance in a constantly changing
environment.
We regard various Poynter constituents -- seminar participants, readers of our publications and websites,
etc. -- as important stakeholders in our ethics process. We post the guidelines here as an invitation to hold
Poynter accountable and to help us measure up when and where we fall short. We've set up a simple
system to make that happen -- an e-mail address that will get the process started quickly:
ethicsalert@poynter.org. Simply alert us with a note to that address, we’ll consider the issue promptly,
and respond with an update -- usually within several hours of receipt.
As publishers of Poynter Online, "Best Newspaper Writing," and other material distributed in various
media, we recognize our unusual situation as a multimedia publishing enterprise that's part of a school.
Our various roles create some interesting tensions and challenges. So do the different circumstances of
our different media. Not all of the issues that emerge from these circumstances will be resolved with a
quick check of these guidelines.
Internally, Poynter faculty check with the appropriate editor when a question arises about how best to
address various issues in the context of these guidelines. Because of faculty members' dual roles in
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publishing and teaching, it is often appropriate to include the president, the dean or a group leader in the
discussion as well.
We recommend the ASNE/Poynter Ethics Tool (www.poynter.org/ethics) as a means of generating
multiple options for ethics questions involving publishing at Poynter as well in newsrooms around the
world. We encourage you to use the tool to explore issues you encounter in Poynter publications and
websites and for any other questions you encounter in the area of journalism ethics.
At Poynter, we plan to use these guidelines as the centerpiece for an annual discussion, led by Poynter
President Karen Dunlap, about ethical decision-making at Poynter. We invite news organizations to use
the guidelines as a discussion starter to craft or revise their own policies and guidelines. If Poynter can
help in that process, just let us know via ethicsalert@poynter.org.
VALUES
The values supporting these guidelines are rooted in Poynter’s dedication to teaching and inspiring
journalists and media leaders. Poynter is a school that promotes excellence and integrity in the practices
of craft and the practical leadership of successful businesses. It stands for a journalism that informs
citizens, builds community, and enlightens public discourse. In our publishing, we strive to practice the
kind of journalism we preach. This includes journalism is all its forms -- print, TV, radio, visual, online,
and other forms of new media on the horizon.
Accuracy. We do our best to make sure that everything we publish is true. This ranges from the relatively
easily-confirmed, e.g. the spelling of names, to the nuanced and more debatable, e.g., characterizations of
various political initiatives. Our commitment means we value journalistic accuracy above creative impact
in all forms of the journalism we practice -- in photographs and design and sound and video clips as well
as in articles. We do our best to be inclusive in our coverage to reflect a wide range of perspectives and
experiences.
Independence. We do our best to avoid conflicts of interest and to remain free of influences that might
interfere with publishing that is accurate, fair, transparent, professional, and helpful.
Interdependence. We acknowledge our interdependence with various entities and individuals for such
resources as money (details in the FAQ), participation in our courses and programs, and material for our
print and online publications. We embrace interdependence as a value because we believe these
relationships encourage greater interactivity, responsiveness, and usefulness in our publishing.
Fairness. We do our best to act justly, to respect people, to respect privacy, to minimize harm, and to keep
our promises. We do our best to present different points of view in ways that adherents of various
perspectives judge to be accurate. These guidelines serve as checks and balances on the perspectives and
personal biases that each of us brings to decisions we make in the course of Poynter publishing.
Transparency. We do our best to shed light on our own journalistic processes, explaining how and why
we make sometimes controversial publishing decisions. We do our best to disclose relevant information
that may have influenced or affected our publishing decisions.
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Professional Responsibility. We do our best to reflect the professional standards of high quality, good
taste, and genuine regard for others that we teach in Poynter seminars. We ask our readers to share the
burden of this responsibility by holding Poynter accountable to the values we profess. We also ask our
audience – made up mostly of working journalists – to help us create an interactive community
characterized by civil, respectful discussion in feedback online and other venues.
Helpfulness. We do our best to help professional journalists and, to the extent possible and appropriate,
consumers of journalism. We help journalists and news media leaders create and sustain strong businesses
as well as high quality journalism. We do our best to encourage dialogue, believing that the ends of
journalism and democracy are best served when adherents of opposing points of view discover means of
effective communication.
STANDARDS AND PRACTICES
Accuracy.
Standard: We maintain high standards of reporting, writing, and editing in order to produce work that is
as error-free as possible.
Practice: We create and edit our journalism in ways aimed at anticipating problem areas, reducing
mistakes, and correcting them as quickly and transparently as we can. We maintain an online corrections
page that makes it easy for the audience to report errors. We provide timely response, clear corrections,
and prominent acknowledgement that a mistake was made and addressed. We credit the authors and
creators of the various forms of journalism we publish. We apply appropriate scrutiny to work by staff
and contributing writers to prevent plagiarism, intentional or otherwise. We do not intentionally mislead
with words or images. We do not deliberately deceive as we gather information.
Independence.
Standard: Poynter avoids placing itself in relationships or circumstances that would jeopardize its
independence.
Practice: Poynter faculty and staff do not enter into relationships that compromise the work of the
Institution in its publishing or its teaching. With the exception of such inexpensive, promotional items as
hats, mugs, etc., Poynter faculty and staff do not accept gifts from individuals or organizations that are the
focus of coverage in Poynter publications (or may be in the future). This practice also applies to
individuals and vendors who do business with Poynter or may do so in the future. Poynter faculty and
staff perform work for hire for newsrooms around the world, and are paid directly by those news
organizations. When Poynter faculty and staff write about or discuss organizations where they have done
consulting work, they disclose the relationship. (See discussion of consulting in FAQ).
Interdependence.
Standard: Poynter relies on its relationships with a variety of organizations and individuals to help sustain
its programs and to ensure responsiveness, interactivity, and usefulness in its publishing. Because much
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of what Poynter publishes is drawn from its teaching, it’s appropriate to acknowledge the extent to which
we rely on news organizations to send us (and pay tuition for) participants in our seminars. We also rely
on foundations to help us pay for some of our programs. We rely on individuals to take part in our
seminars, to help us teach as visiting faculty, and to serve as unpaid contributors to various Poynter
publications. We also rely on our National Advisory Board to provide counsel from the worlds of print,
online, broadcast, academe, and finance.
Practice: By consulting regularly with our collaborators -- and the constituents we serve -- we do our best
to avoid confusing independent behavior with autonomous or arrogant behavior.
Fairness.
Standard: We strive to be fair in what we publish and in the ways in which we interact with subjects and
consumers of our coverage. We do our best to acknowledge relevant points of view and represent them in
an even-handed way, especially when they conflict with our own.
Practice: We invite scrutiny of our coverage and behavior in the context of these guidelines. We provide
accessible ways to challenge us (a note to ethicsalert@poynter.org is the quickest), and we respond
promptly and meaningfully.
Transparency.
Standard: We go out of our way to disclose information that our constituents and critics may find
relevant, useful, and helpful about the way we do business – and publish – at Poynter.
Practice: We provide readers with sufficient information about who we are, how we work, how Poynter
is financed, etc. to provide meaningful context for them to assess and judge the material we publish. This
ranges from the simple, e.g. disclosing Poynter’s ownership of the St. Petersburg Times when the
newspaper is mentioned in our publications, to the less visible, e.g., consulting arrangements between a
Poynter faculty member and a news organization that he or she might be discussing on Poynter Online.
Professional Responsibility.
Standard: We stand for high quality journalism, good taste, and genuine regard for the subjects and
consumers of what we publish.
Practice: We produce high quality journalism that reflects our best assessment of what constitutes
meaningful information for our constituents and colleagues. We demonstrate genuine regard for the
subjects and consumers of our publishing, treating them with respect. We strive to create a community of
journalists marked by civil and respectful exchange – even in the midst of sharp disagreement. In the
Feedback area of Poynter Online, we do our best to balance the tension between a free-wheeling
discussion and tighter restrictions on language. You'll find a discussion of that tension in the
accompanying FAQ.
Helpfulness.
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Standard: Poynter exists to help journalists get better at what they do.
Practice: We regularly measure ourselves against this standard – and invite the same challenge from our
colleagues and constituents.
Also contributing to the preparation of the guidelines: Karen Dunlap, Jill Geisler, Kenny Irby, Pam
Johnson, Vicki Krueger, Larry Larsen, Julie Moos, Leslie Pelley, Paul Pohlman, Jim Romenesko,
Sreenath Sreenivasan, Ola Seifert, Bob Steele, and Keith Woods.
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APPENDIX B
NEW YORK TIMES SOCIAL MEDIA GUIDELINES 10/17/2017
To the newsroom:
The New York Times has been a dominant force on social media for years. Our
newsroom accounts have tens of millions of followers. Many of our journalists are
influential voices on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and other platforms. The voices of
our readers, listeners and viewers inform and improve our reporting.
We believe that to remain the world’s best news organization, we have to maintain a
vibrant presence on social media.
But we also need to make sure that we are engaging responsibly on social media, in
line with the values of our newsroom.
That’s why we’re issuing updated and expanded social media guidelines.
The guidelines were developed in a collaborative way by Cliff Levy, Phil Corbett and
Cynthia Collins, and are rooted in the very experiences of our journalists.
Please read them closely, and take them to heart.
— Dean Baquet, Executive Editor
_____
Social media plays a vital role in our journalism. On social platforms, our reporters and
editors can promote their work, provide real-time updates, harvest and curate
information, cultivate sources, engage with readers and experiment with new forms of
storytelling and voice.
We can effectively pull back the curtain and invite readers to witness, and potentially
contribute to, our reporting. We can also reach new audiences.
But social media presents potential risks for The Times. If our journalists are perceived
as biased or if they engage in editorializing on social media, that can undercut the
credibility of the entire newsroom.
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We’ve always made clear that newsroom employees should avoid posting anything on
social media that damages our reputation for neutrality and fairness. This memo offers
more detailed guidelines.
Department heads will be responsible for ensuring that these guidelines are followed by
all staff members in their departments. Violations will be noted on performance
reviews.
How We Developed the Updated Social Media Guidelines
We sought extensive feedback across the newsroom in order to ensure that this was a
collaborative process rooted in our journalists’ experiences. Several Times reporters
who are prominent on social media reviewed the guidelines, offering very helpful input,
and endorsed them.
Those reporters include: Yamiche Alcindor, Peter Baker, Rukmini Callimachi, Nick
Confessore, Max Fisher, Maggie Haberman, Katie Rogers and Margot Sanger-Katz.
Here Are the Key Points
• In social media posts, our journalists must not express partisan opinions, promote
political views, endorse candidates, make offensive comments or do anything else that
undercuts The Times’s journalistic reputation.
• Our journalists should be especially mindful of appearing to take sides on issues that
The Times is seeking to cover objectively.
• These guidelines apply to everyone in every department of the newsroom, including
those not involved in coverage of government and politics.
Peter Baker says: “It’s important to remember that tweets about
President Trump by our reporters and editors are taken as a
statement from The New York Times as an institution, even if posted
by those who do not cover him. The White House doesn’t make a
distinction. In this charged environment, we all need to be in this
together.”
• We consider all social media activity by our journalists to come under this policy.
While you may think that your Facebook page, Twitter feed, Instagram, Snapchat or
other social media accounts are private zones, separate from your role at The Times, in
fact everything we post or “like” online is to some degree public. And everything we do
in public is likely to be associated with The Times.
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Nick Confessore says: “The reality is that my Twitter account is a
Times account. The Times does not control it, but the Times is held
accountable for what appears on my feed. Indeed, the casual reader
interprets my social accounts as an extension of our digital
platforms, for good and ill. I think all of us at the Times need to
embrace this as the price of our employment by a major media
institution. (And in fairness, to the extent my Twitter account is
influential or widely read, it is largely because I am employed by
The Times.)”
• On that same note, we strongly discourage our journalists from making customer
service complaints on social media. While you may believe that you have a legitimate
gripe, you’ll most likely be given special consideration because of your status as a
Times reporter or editor.
• Avoid joining private and “secret” groups on Facebook and other platforms that may
have a partisan orientation. You should also refrain from registering for partisan events
on social media. If you are joining these groups for reporting purposes, please take care
in what you post.
• Always treat others with respect on social media. If a reader questions or criticizes
your work or social media post, and you would like to respond, be thoughtful. Do not
imply that the person hasn’t carefully read your work.
• If the criticism is especially aggressive or inconsiderate, it’s probably best to refrain
from responding. We also support the right of our journalists to mute or block people
on social media who are threatening or abusive. (But please avoid muting or blocking
people for mere criticism of you or your reporting.)
Rukmini Callimachi says: “I used to get really upset and respond to
abuse — which only made it worse. What I finally discovered is that
if I just aggressively block the abusive people, I can control the flow
— and that’s, I think, because people who speak that way to women
are generally followed by other people who think it’s O.K. to use
crass words. By blocking anyone and everyone who uses abusive
terms, I am able to halt the conversation. I think this is especially
important as a strategy for women, at a time when people think that
rape memes are a good way to respond to a story they don’t like by
a female New York Times writer.”
• If you feel threatened by someone on social media, please inform your supervisors
immediately. The Times has policies in place to protect the safety of our journalists.
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• We believe in the value of using social media to provide live coverage and to offer
live updates. But there may be times when we prefer that our journalists focus their first
efforts on our own digital platforms.
• We generally want to publish exclusives on our own platforms first, not on social
media, but there may be instances when it makes sense to post first on social media.
Consult your supervisors for guidance.
• Be transparent. If you tweeted an error or something inappropriate and wish to delete
the tweet, be sure to quickly acknowledge the deletion in a subsequent tweet. Please
consult our social media corrections policy for guidance.
• If you are linking to other sources, aim to reflect a diverse collection of viewpoints.
Sharing a range of news, opinions or satire from others is usually appropriate. But
consistently linking to only one side of a debate can leave the impression that you, too,
are taking sides.
• Exercise caution when sharing scoops or provocative stories from other organizations
that The Times has not yet confirmed. In some cases, a tweet of another outlet’s story
by a Times reporter has been interpreted as The Times confirming the story, when it in
fact has not.
• We want our journalists to feel that they can use social media to experiment with
voice, framing and reporting styles — particularly when such experiments lead to new
types of storytelling on The Times’s platforms.
Margot Sanger-Katz says: “Part of what’s fun and interesting about
these other platforms is that they are a little different from The
Times’s article pages in tone and framing: You can ask questions
about things you don’t know, make little jokes, express surprise,
share others’ work, etc. Part of why I find Twitter useful, and a
worthwhile use of my time, is that I find it helpful to engage in
conversation with experts and readers and test out ideas in a less
formal way and with less certainty than I would in an article. (That
said, I am always conscious that any of my tweets can end up getting
quoted elsewhere as the statements of a Times reporter.)”
• Of course, it’s worth emphasizing again that just because our journalists can try new
things on social media, that does not mean they have a license to veer into editorializing
or opinion.
If You’re Still Unsure About What You’re Posting
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• If you don’t know whether a social media post conforms to Times standards, ask
yourself these questions:
1. Would you express similar views in an article on The Times’s platforms?
2. Would someone who reads your post have grounds for believing that you are biased
on a particular issue?
3. If readers see your post and notice that you’re a Times journalist, would that affect
their view of The Times’s news coverage as fair and impartial?
4. Could your post hamper your colleagues’ ability to effectively do their jobs?
5. If someone were to look at your entire social media feed, including links and
retweets, would they have doubts about your ability to cover news events in a fair and
impartial way?
Maggie Haberman says: “Before you post, ask yourself: Is this
something that needs to be said, is it something that needs to be said
by you, and is it something that needs to be said by you right now? If
you answer no to any of the three, it’s best not to rush ahead.”
As always, if you are unsure, please consult with your supervisor or other newsroom
leaders about your social media practices.
In addition to these social media guidelines, staff members should be familiar with and
follow the newsroom’s Ethical Journalism guidelines, which apply here as well.
And Finally …

As you can see, we have tried to strike a balance. We want our newsroom to embrace
social media, which offers us so many opportunities to connect with readers, listeners
and viewers (not to mention sources), extending the reach of The Times. But we also
hope that our journalists will take to heart these social media guidelines — and
especially the insights that we have collected from our colleagues about how to engage
on these platforms.
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APPENDIX C
IRB APPROVAL LETTER AND CONSENT FORM
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